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TV LOSS EST
TERRIBLE SC
ilu; Hell Telephone operator, in which
i, was staled that two hundred bodies!

FUNERALS

hud been found. The bodies were lo- cated by men in patrol boats, llodiesi
were found as far out as Way in ave
Iiiih, which is more than a hail' mile
from the river.
The governor iL',io establish; d com
mnication with the. relief committee
in Dayton and was told that Hie preat
est need of flood suff erers is water,
The water supply has Ik en err off..
ihero
The governor also was fi.id
was no loss of life at Sidney.
TAKE
SCENES
SAD
PLACE AS
REPORTED DEAD.
OftlWilliam A. Sexton, 1'rolialioi
VICTIMS OF RECENT DISASTROUS

ARINE OF HORROR S IS

BEING

IN 01

i

AREiADRIANOPLEJAKEN

H

1

HA

or

APPAIIITO
Uf HdOHULIO

OTinii!

dMd

DARING ATTACKERS SLOWLY FORCE MIR WAY INTO STR9NSLY FORTI"
ARE
BURIED
TORNADO
FROM
Kdwin D. Daniel.
FIED POSITIONS AND DRIVE BACK TURKS AT POINT OF BAYONET AFAlbert Gore, mail carrier.
HOUR TO HOUR TODAY.
Mr. and Mrs. K. M. Hayes.
TER SOME OF MOST DESPERATE FIGHTING OF ENTIRE WAR.
.Mrs. George Cook and hal y.
1,. If. Mack and three ehiHvMi
Mrs.
CRIES FOR HELP ARE HEARO ON ALL SIDES AS ONE AFTER ANOTHER FALLS INTO
Mr. and Mrs. George Kckert ai.rt sev- HURRIED SEARCH
en children.
NIGHT WAS ONE OF TERROR, WITH FLAMES FROM TWO HUNDRED DROWNED
bodies OTTOMAN COMMANDER SUICIDES WHEN
made
WATER AND IS SWEPT AWAY.- IN WEST INDIANAPOLIS
!.
irsl
Indianapolis, Ind., March
BURNING BUILDINGS MAKING GHOSTLY LIGHT ON DELUGE
r!E LEARNS HIS TROOPS ARE BEATEN
Omaha, Neb., March 2ii. llurying
word from West Indianauolis, cut off
from the city when the great West the dead and work of reconstruction;
Washington street bridge went out occupied the people of Omaha today.;
last night, came this morning frrm an Puying last rites occupied the time of
Mustiiphii Pasha., March T'. The most incessant bombardment for a pe
Associated Press corresponded, mar a thousand persons during tho day. fortress of
Adrianople was taken by vm 0f over five months, was Reeintr
ooned there, who said tint if i'l gen- Funerals were held in all parts of the storm
t
the Bulgarian;; this
the streets, not knowing whero
by
erally estimated that at least 200 per city. Many of the bodies recovered ing after fighting of lie most t rrible.io fimi shelter.
The great art'liorv
were
were
cared
the
tornado
drowned
when
the
wrecks
from
of
Morris
jsons
character since Monday. Flam':-!- are r.rsenal in the city was burned and
street levee broke early last nivht. for at undertaking establishments and
the barracks and forts were in flame
devastating the city.
(An unverified rumor is that a large a greater number of the funerals were
in Ftrong;
The Bulgarians
COMMANDER
tonight.
TURKISH
number of refugees Bought sheller in held from those places. Whenever
ENDS HIS OWN LIFE force gradually advanced their 'ines
Wolfe's hall until the crowded floor possible friends of Btricken families
London, March 2fi. Shruki Pasha encircling the city and by slr rt rushes
gave way and scores may have been took care of bodies and had them prenear
the
Turkish commander of Adrianople, the infantrymen approached
killed or seriously injured.
In
many instances committed
pared for burial.
enough to prepare for the final dash.
suicide
after
the
capture
Families In one storv homes were at churches were demolished in ihe disThe entire line of the fortresses de
according to a news agency
DAYTON IS BURNING.
Silage in the state follows with a death (. e mercy of he
rmh fif thp tricts covered by the storms; others' cf the city,from
the eastern side of the cityfending
xnc
Sofia.
X
oe
max
FLOOD
V WILSON SAYS
,
roil
ituanea urmi
cannoi
h f fn,lowp(1 ,,.
COLUMBUS, OHIO, MARCH 2(i
nf were so badly wrecked as to prevent dispatch
was captured by the Hulcarirana after
IS NATIONAL CALAMITY. V raging waters suosiae.
COX RE
'2:30 P. M.)GOVERNOR
the levees, It Is believed the bodies of them being used for funeral purposes. FIRES ARE RAGING
a most spectacular assau't. The eastIN WAR SHATTERED CITY,
The most serious news eariy lociay these people who are supposed
Washington, D. C, March 20.
CEIVED WORD FROM DAYTON AT V
to Nearly a hundred funerals were held
ern fortress soon fell int their hands
town
issued
of
Wilson
was
THE
X
that
the
THAT
President
Miamisburg,
AFTERNOON
today
2:47 THIS
have been trapped in the houses will today. Many bodies have been ship
Sofia, March 2(i. At an early hotf and Bulgarian batteries were placed in
nahad
to
been
of
OF
the
a
4000,
with
V
SECTION
the following appeal
ENTIRE BUSINESS
population
this morning fires were raging 'n var- position to concentrate their Are on.
be found when the waters recede.
ped to out of town relatives.
washed away. Heavy rains continued
THE CITY IS ON FIRE AND THAT X tion to help the sutierers in the
2u
South Bend, Ind., March
An
'
cay the other works. The way was clear'
ueieagureu
Tlnrlna- the niiiht the work of rescue luua "euuoim "
X through most of the state last night.
Tllfi
INDICATIONS ARE THAT IT WILL V Ohio and Indiana floods:
official report received by Mayor O. E. continued.
maddened
whose td for a direct assault on the ci'y
population,
re- was
one
body
Only
Governor Cox estimated that more Goetz, of South Bend, at in:4,r
blH'
"The terrible floods in Ohio and X
BB DESTROYED.
ra.
faltered, by an al- that of another ne - nems lmd
PEOPLE ARE REPORTED TO BE X Indiana have assumed the pro- - X than 250,000 people have been made today, was that ;1Q0 people had been covered, however,
hall
Idlewild
in
buried
..
the
pool
JUMPING FROM ROOF TO ROOF
homeless. The state is unable to cope drowned at Peru, TnJiana; that no gro
portions of a national calamity.
debris, i The authorises are (.'nWnj
lot
iituat.-;'P BIHLDIXGS KEEPING' CJLPF.'tL,
otUf r, rt '.the. infinite
entirety and bodies had been recovered and that
expenses in the slate government. Thft
at JflrVI I UKO
l
me to X;the governor has called on the Nation. there was less than one block of the steps to uncover all the wreckage
THE WAY OF THE FLAMES. . . ..'..IV suffering involved prompt
house by a vote of ?,1 lo 2S, killed
remove
bodies.
to
in
order
any
once,
THE MESSAGE CAME TO THE v issue an earnest appeal to all V al Red Cross society and on adjoining entire city that was not under water.
CUT IN SALARIES
the full crew bill which it passed on
that, may be buried beneath the mass
GOVERNOR FROM OFFICIALS OP
2ANESVILLE CUT OFF.
states for aid.
who al.e able, in however way,
AND
FORM
UNION
broken timbers of demol-- j
brick
and
COM- X
second
jot
TELEPHONE
AmeriTHE HOME
of
the
reading yesterday.
X to assist the labors
cannot at Columbus, Ohio, March 2G. Zsnes- - ished
The croDerty damage
buildings.
PANY. THE GOVERNOR UPON REcon Red Cross to send . contribu- - Xipresent be calculated, but it will runlville was cut off from the o Hside
Later more bodies were found ii: Lonver, Colo., March 20. ThreatenCEIPT OF THE
MESSAGE, REtions at once to the Red Cross at
far nt0 tne millions. This includes world today by the flood in the Musk
They were ed with a wholesale reduction in sal-a- i LEWIS IS CHOSEN
QUESTED THE ASSOCIATED X Washington or to the local treas- - Xjtcta i0S8 bv re ano-- flood and pros ingum river. An unconfirmed report Council Bluffs today.
ILLINOIS SENATOR
PRESS TO NOTIFY THE MAYORS
urer of the society. We should X pective loss where farming lands have from there says it is believed thirteen those of J. Albert Johnson and his
ics, the employes at the state house
wife. Their home was wrecked. The ari planning the organization of a
OF ALL CITIES AND TOWNS SUR- make this a common cause. The X been inundated and in many cases persons were drowned.
ON TODAYS BALLOT
relief committee housed and fed 100 u.' ion. With James Kerwin, former
ROUNDING DAYTON WHO COULD
needs of those upon which this X waShed away.
SEVEN PERSONS ARE
last
at
auditorium
the
night.
Qts- rui.vr i.m a.m wai
secretary of the Western Federation
sudden and overwneiming
DROWNED AT FREEMONT refugees
kuai;h
Harrowing tales are filtering in of
Additional victims poured into that re- of Miners, as organizer, a mcf ting of
TO MAKE HASTE WITH BOATS, AS
Springfield, 111., March 2C Cclonel
aster has come should quicken X families
26.
Seven
March
a
Ohio,
Sandusky,
in
who
the
of
spent
night
them
suffering
Hamilton Lewis, Democrat, re.
.lames
many
today
fixed
fuge
not
is
all
whose
OF DAYTON
BUILDINGS
Attn,
X
pay
employes
every one capable of sympathy
rain in tree tops or on the persons were drowned at Frcmoit, O.. from Injuries.
surand
drenching
ceived
a constitutional majority ln
tomorPhysicians
for
called
been
has
BURNING UP WITH PEOPLE IN
and compas8jo to give imme- X roofs of their flooded homes.
today, according to reliable word re- geons who had volunteered their ser- by statute,
row night. At this meeting, according Loth houses on the vote to elect a V
THEM.
X diate aid to those who are labor- - $
ceived
Wires
and
down
are
here.
in tree
vices, gave temporary relief. It was le the plans of the leaders of the S. senator today. The result of the
Many of those marooned
X
X ing to rescue and relieve.
in a big flood. An not found
PHONETON, OHIO, MARCH 2G
have been worn buildings collapsing
to
believed
necessary to send any of movement, the Capital Employes Pro- lil'teenth ballot for the long tern wasare
tops
TELETO
X
PHONE
WrlLSON."
"WOODROW
X
CHICAGO.)
(BY
appeal for help has been sent here.
them to hospitals.
to
have
and
and
Lewis, (Dem.) 161.
cold
out
from
tective Association will be launched
fatigue
DAYTON
FROM
PHONE REPORTS
Steubenville, Ohio, March 2P. The
to
the
since
Sherman, (Rep.) 9.
first
for
their
the
from
and
Governor
Amnions
time,
perilous
position
Today,
legislative
dropped
SAY
THAT sons are thrown out of employment,
THIS AFTERNOON
Ohio here at 2 o'clock this morning
ruins
the
In
Funk,
(Prog.) 22.
flood
below.
search
of
headers
a
determined
death
have
the
storm,
policv
upon
systematic
THERE HAS BEEN NO NOTICE- while the loss to business cannot be
was at the 43.4 foot stage and "icing
ln - jf,f economy that involves deep slashes
Berleyn, (Soc) 4.
at the rate of seven-tenthABLE EXPLOSIONS IN THAT CITY. figured. Cities all through Indiana TRAIN FALLS INTO
of an inch was begun. The health authorities
L. Y. Sherman,
Republican, was
RIVER AND ALL, ARE LOST an hour. The western part of the sisted that the entire district be gone n the pay rolls and the hiring of few
AT
DAYTON, and Ohio, including Indianapolis, are
THE OPERATOR
of insoectors took rr employes than in the past,
a
over
and
S.
senator
for the short
elected
U.
corps
A
twertv-flvGrafton, W. Va., March 20 Tho town is under water and
HOWEVER, SAID THERE WAS
isolated.
Roadways are flooded and
a
work. This search is
of
Thp gena(e (o(,ay pa8sfid on thirti term when the legislative gave him
FIRE A BLOCK OR TWO AWAY railroads are washed out. Train ser- Baltimore and Ohio telegraph opera- houses flooded. Many families were charge tothe
bring to light many cases r( U(linK tl)e bil,8 designated to reduce constitutional majority of 1C4 votes.
FROM HIM, BUT HE DID NOT WISH vice has been abandoned on many tor here has received from the Balti- rescued by wagons. Five large manu- expected
reportmore and Ohio passenger statioi. at a facturing plants have been fotced to oi aeatn or injury not
TO TALK ABOUT IT OVER THE lines.
' PHONE FOR FEAR THAT TELEtower near Cincinnati a message say- close down, throwing l,;ii0 men out of ed.
Plans for the relief of the sufferers
Another period of unseasonable cold
work.
commutor train from I
THE SAME were out under
PHONE GIRLS IN
in various ing that a
followed
today
way
yesterday's snow storm and
had gone MANY ARE DROWNED
Ohio, to Cincinnati,
MAROONED, WOULD
BUILDING,
increased today the already long list
places and by various societies.
IN FRANKLIN COUNTY.
a bridge and all on board,
BE THROWN INTO A PANIC.
through
of sufferers from the storm. Vehicles
The condition of the survivors in about 200
Connersville, Ind., March 26. Many
persons, apparently, had
to
Dayton, Ohio, March 26. (Via Leb- many town in the deluged parts is
of all kinds were commandeered
were
drowned
at
lost.
been
people
probably
anon, Ohio.) Dayton is devastated.
.
' carry relief to the storm victims, fue'
...
pitiable..
A
Franklin
last
Brookville,
THOUSAND
AT LEAST
county,
night.
Mrs. A. M. Uergere announced this other business as may regularly come
No one can even estimate the nunv
in demand.
RnurMnr Cnv fit hhln
tttlmati
when they were caught In the conflux being most
DROWNED
DAYTON.
AT
that she iB a candidate for led to attend and participate in the
afternoon
Beneath
the
ber of victims.
Martial law was still in force in the
yellow
ln
a
ep of a milion
Wolfe Creek, Ohio, March 26. (Two of the east and west forks of White
were member of the city school board. Mrs. proceedings.
and
sea that is seething through the once his state are homeless as a result of miles
district
stricken
passes
west of Dayton) According to Water river which meets in that town
By order of the committee.
gem-lik- e
necessary to get past, the long line oi Kergere is a sister of the late Solomon
city may sleep ten thousand the flood.
K. C. BURKE,
reports that have reached hee ut Survivors tell of attempts of men, soldiers guarding the district covered Luna and iB the mother of a large
drowned, or mayhap the death list
..Late reports indicate that the worst least one thousand persons los their women and children to ejeane by the by the tornado.
Acting Chairman.
is the first woman here to
fnmtlv.
She
No
thousand.
one
exceed
not
may
is over, so far as the flood is concern- - lives in the Dayton flood. Most of light of lanterns after the city lights
coma" out as a candidate for tho school Attest:
one can picture the sickening situaDAVID GONZALES,
u
i lis w wak nn
wciwv m ibi j una the victims were residents of North were out of commission.
board and her friends say she will poll
tion.
'
Acting Secretary
morning and the recession of the wa - Dayton, who were caught like rats in COLORADO PREPARES TO
a big vote.
inFlfiHTINS
STILL
a
marine
was
Last night Dayton
AID FLOOD SUFFERERS.
REPUBLICANS "CALL."
ter was noted in several places.
ja trap and had no warning. Today
A
TICKET.
FUSION
illumiferno. Fires lighted the sky,
Denver, Colo., March 26. Governor
Definite figures as to loss of life; the city is under fifteen feet of weter
The Republicans today issued the
Chairman M. A. Ortiz said this after-inoonating the rushing waters and the fr0m the great floods which swept
although the flood is receding the E. M. Amnions today issued an appeal
call for convention:
AT
HARD
CANANEA
following
that in view of tho possibility
swish of rain and swirl of currents diana and Ohio yesterday were not!ra'n is beginning again and the to the people of Colorado for aid for
"A convention of the Republican
In
the
flood
the
of
city
fusion
a
sufferers
ticket
sounaca a syDiuani; requiem tor
Indiana and
Republican
availabe today but ,ater estimates chances are that the flood will remain
party is hereby called to meet at the
commitee w11' lllpet at ,lie court house on Saturday, March 29th,
unknown and uncounted dead.
nf
n... - i
frrvm k errn
- at the present level until th rain Ohio on response to the national ap-- ;
Air'c""ral
KEPT
UP
UNTIL ONE tourt house tomorrow to receive any
IS
BATTLE
peal of President Wilson.
im:s, at the hour of 2 p. m. for the
Fifty thousand people today are disaster or from points as near them ceases.
RAILROADS WILL NOT
luei',
jammed in the uuper floors of their as possible, did not diminish the ONE HUNDRED FIFTY
THIS
MnRNING Mil; K
purpose of. nominating five candidates
n'PinrX
SELL THROUGH TICKETS, j
DROWNED IN COLUMBUS.
ition in regard to the naming
homes, with no. gas, no drinking wa- earlier minimum. It is more than like
ajfor mvmbm o the Bchoc,i board of
St. Louis, Mo., March 26. No
Columbus, Ohio, March 26. At least
ticket.
AFTER
SHORTLY
of
SUN
RESUMED
even
scores
and
hundreds
the city of Santa Fe.
ter, no lights, no heat and no food.
that
ly
lilO persons were drowned in Colum through tickets over the direct lines
MEET AT 2 P. M.
"The different words of the city
John H. Patterson, of the National persons not counted among the dead, bus as a result of the flooded Scioto from St. Louis to New York could
ARE KILLED.
shall
issued
at
the
have primary conventions
following
Democrats
Cash Register company, has 150 car- have perished in some of the country
The
river, according to reports from the be. purchased here today.
statement this afternoon w ith regard 7:::o p. m. on Friday, March 28th, 1913,
penters at work buildings boats. He districts.
The Big Four train for New York
side
flooded
west
niorn-- i
district
this
at the places hereinafter designated,
himself has saved numbers of lives.
Figures early this afternoon were as ing. These reports came as the result due to leave here at 8:44 a. m. was
Naco, Ariz., March 2G. The third! to their convention:
"The Democratic convention which and shall be called to order by the
Miamisburg Is under water and follows:
day found the battle at Cananea con- lo." a partial restoration of telephone cancelled.
m. al tollowuig ward chairman; and shall
2
there Is no food. Country people are
Dayton, 1000 to 1500.
'communications with the west ide.
The Pennsylvania trains for New tinuing with desperate fighting be- - was called for tomorrow at p.
to be entitled to the number of delegates
been
hall
has
changed
Delegado
and
tweeu
federal
the
small
taking supplies to the refugees.
Piqua, 50 to 500.
Numerous persons who are consider-- York, departed, but tickets were sold
garrison
Palace
Old
of
Twelve hundred people are being
chamber
commerce,
The
Delaware, 50 to 500.
atjas follows,
The B. the many state troops attacking.
jed conservative, assert that Ihev saw! only as far as Indianapolis.
from
Middletown, 50 to 500.
"Ward No. 1, School House, by Luis
lodged and fed in the National Cash
scores of bodies float down stream and
O. accepted passengers for points
mining town is nearly demolished by - P. ra. Half the delegation
Sydney, 25 to 50.
the heavy artillery fire. The killed each ward is represented by lady dele- - .i0ya; sixteen delegates,
Register plant Score of automobiles
dozens of persons carried awav in only as far as Lawrenceburg, Ind.
assuris
and boats are carrying the marooned
Hamilton, 2.
"Ward No. 2, School House, by
and wounded laying in the fortitlca- - Rates and a big attendance
ONLY MEAGER REPORTS
jhouses.
to safety at many points, but up to
Frank P. Sturges; twenty-ondele
Tippecanoe,
Governor Cox received a mrvsage
EARLY FROM HAMILTON. tions of either party have not been eu."
noon no boat coutd venture into the
PROGRESSIVE CALL.
Scattering, 50 to 200.
gates.
shortly! Phoueton, Ohio, March 2ti. (By counted.
by telephone from Dayton
Total Ohio, 1090 to 2000.
heart of the city.
After fighting until l o'clock this
The Progressives' Call is as fol- - j "Ward No. 3, Fred Lopez'B Hall, by
before 11 o'clock today frm John Bell Phone to Chicago.) Only meager
C. C. Closson; fifteen delegates,
The water dropped two feet this
Peru, 20 to 50.
were received from Hamilton, morning, the constitutionalist forces jlows:
ports
-Newcastle, 3.
"Ward No. 4, Court House, by R. L.
morning. Not a telephone is in comOutside of the rested until 7:I!0 o'clock when they re-otice is herebv given that pur
PEOPLE ARE BURNING
,Ohfo, this morning.
munication.
Lafayette, 2.
ca; ten delegates.
to direction of the Progressive
TO DEATH IN DAYTON. X fact that immense damage had been sumed tne oomuarameiu trom two
"All women desiring to take part in
Estimates of the property loss
Indianapolis, 100 to 200.
done and that there probably had been lections. During the lull they tookt'entral Committee of the City of
Wolfe Creek, Ohio, March 2G.
he coming city election are hereby e
Noblesville, 2.
place It at fifty million dollars or
"There has been an explosion in XI some loss of life, nothing could be possession of the old fort 400 yards Santa Fe, New Mexico, a mass con-more.
Scattering, 30 to 50.
middle of Dayton and the XI learned. Attempts to get a wire into from the federal barracks, and set flrelveution of the Progressives of saidjvited to particpate in the nomination
Total Indiana, 130 to 282.
to the Mexican settlement just east of city will be held at Progressive head- of the ticket, either by taking part
town is on fire and the .loss of XI that city Were without success.
Factories, farms, homes and railGrand total, 2020 to 2870.
roads were destroyed throughout the
X life has been increased.
X
quarters (European hotel) on Thurs- - in the primaries or by indicating their
"Food, food, food, and all we can the defenders' fortifications.
People
From Lake' Erie to the Ohio river X are
were
affected
Bridges
March 27th, 1913, at the hour of wishes to the convention through a
We have no way X get of It," was the appeal that reachterritory.
'day,
burning.
!2 o'clock p. m. of said day for the committee.
wrecked at hundreds of points be- and from the Indiana to the Pennsyl- X to get to them or the fire either X ed here today from the portion of DayJust Try a New Mexican Want
"M. A. ORTIZ.
tween the Illinois and Pennsylvania vania line, Ohio today la experiencing; X now."
This was the message X ton, north of the river.
The plea If you 03xt nulrk returns.
purpose of nominating five (3) candi- - (Signed!
"Chairman.
state lines and live stock by hundreds the worst flood the state has ever X from the Western Union operator X came from a relief committee which
dates for members of the Board of
known. With an appalling loss of life X this afternoon.
of thousands were lost in the deluge.
"Attest: FRANK P. STL'RGES, Sec- X
New Mexican Want Ads always Education of said city, and for such
In addition perhaps one million per at Dayton, elmost every city and vll- X X X X X X X X X
(Continued on page eight).
bring resul'g. Try It
jbefore it. Ladies are especially invit- retary."
or r.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

PAGE TWO

Get Our Prices On Flour and Potatoes.

REPRESENTED

Tape's Diepepsn" Relieves
Your Indigestion In
Five Minutes.

OR SWEEPING POWDER.

26, 1913.

Catarrh Curo

TO BE FAIRLY

MISERY

STOMACH

MANVILLE DUSTBANE

MARCH

FAIR SEX SEEKS Romarkablo

CERTAINLY

Fresh Eggs, 30c Per Doz.

WEDNESDAY,

'

j

DEMOCRATIC PRIMARIES SHOW THAT

Gets Right info the Affected Parts
and Stop Gathering in Eyes,
Noes, Throat and Lung.

j

,

Sour, gassy, upset stomach,
THERE IS STRONG SENTIMENT TO
heartburn, dyspepsia; when the
HAVE
ON THE SCHOOL!
food you eat ferments into gttsea and
WOMEN
stubborn lumps; your head aches and
BOARD.
you feel sick and miserable, that's
julieti you realize the magic in Pape's
iDlapepsin. Jt makes such misery
MUCH ENTHUSIASM
vanish iu five minutes.
If your stomach is In a continuous
By a long series nf elaborate expeditlevolt if you can't get It regulated,
AT THE MEETINGS ion:-! at the Swift Laboratory it is
known that catarrh can be cured
.
please, for your own sake, try Diapep-siuby II, q simple process of inoculating the
It's so needless to have a bad
blood with antidotal remedies that stop
stomach make your next meal a A fair representation of the fair sex inflammatory conditions throughout tho
VJCCTD
favorite food meal, then take a lit- on the scnool board that was the slo- mucous liningsis of all the organs of the
This
done with the famous
tle Diapepsin. There will not be any gan heard at Democratic primaries body.
Swift':: Sure Specific, or as it is widely
distress eat without fear. It"s be- held throughout Santa Fe last night. know:.. S. S. 8. It is taken into
the
cause Pape's Diapepsiu "really does" The primaries were for the purpose of blood lust as naturally as the most
nouri.
food.
influence
its
It
:ng
spreads
stomachs naming delegates and alternates u over
regulate weak,
YOU MUST PAINT THE NEW HOUSE; YOU OUGHT TO PAINT
every organ in the body, comes
THE
that gives it it's millions of sales an- - the Democratic convention to ba held through
all the veins and arteries, en- tomorrow night to select a ticket for.ables nil mucous surfaces to exchanse in OLD ONE, IT PAYS BECAUSE IT SAVES THE HOUSE.
nually.
YOU'LL ENJOY HOME MORE IF YOUR HOUSE IS NEWLY, BRIGHTt
case of Pape's the school board election which will be flammntory acids and other irritating
Get a large
substances for arterial elements that ef- f
LY
PAINTED
SO WILL YOUR WIFE AND FAMILY.
It held in this city pnl 1.
Diapepsin from any drug store.
cleanse
the
system and thus put
!eci,My
cid to all catarrhal pollution. S. S. S.
lis the quickest, surest stomach relief! Intense interest has been muni-'oWHAT'S THE USE OF LIVING UNLESS YOU LIVE?
out ,lle stomach of mucous ac-- i
land cure known. It acts almost Ilk lasted in the plan to have women
OUR PAINTS "STICK" AND HOLD THEIR COLOR.
magic- -it is a scientific harmless and the city school board- -a plan which
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK fOOD.
uu
nas worKea Willi marKea success m bines with these food elements to enter
pieasum jjretiaiuuuu
in less than an hour.
WOOD -longs in every home.
other cities for years and years. theTnucirculation
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden
field seeds in bulk and packages
soon realize its wonderful InSanta Fe women have been aroused fluence will
by the absence of headache, a de- Phone 14.
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
Phone 14.
and are anxious to have two women on cided clearing of the air passages, a
A GENEALOGICAL
The only exclusive
house in Santa Fe
nasal
condition, and
the board which regulates the affairs steiulily improved
a souse of bodily relief that proves how
of schools where children are taught.
HISTORV GIVEN
catarrh often Infests the enThe enthusiasm manifested at the tire system. You will find S. S. S. on
HISTORIC SOCIETY various wards was
suWj nt all drug stores at $1.00 per bottle.
it
and
spontaneous
Phone Black
Phone Black
was gratifying to see the number of It is a remarkable remedy for any and
Hon. Aniceto Abeytia, full of years women who took an active part in the all Mood nlTections, such as eczema, rash,
lunrs, tetter, psoriasis, boils and all scrofulous conditions.
as of honors, has just presented to proceedings.
For special advice on
any blood disease write in confidence to
The election of delegates follow:
the Historical Society a genealogical
The Swift Specific Co., 127 Swift Bldg.,
WARD 1,
Atlanta, Cla. Do not delay to set a bottle
a. history of the allied families of the
Delegates Mrs. J. P. Victory, Mrs of s. s. s. at your druggists,
Abeytias and the Ortizes, which for so Antonio Lucero, Mrs. F, C. Wilson,
long a time have been prominent In rraucisco jjeigaao, n. a. luiz, joe 0is! rict, viz: C. L.
Baker, Dr. J. G
Santa Fe. This commences
with oaca, franK
C. J. Laughren,
Andrews, rrancisco
William Jen- Nicolas Ortiz and his wife Maria Ana aovai y
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
Lopez, camiio mania ana nings, M. A. Nordhaus, and ask for
do Urugos Hara Coronado, who were Charles Abreu.
cooperation and support in their
jyour
ODS, Electricity plays a most importhe parents of Nicolas Ortiz Nino Lad
Alternates Mrs. H. S. Kaune, Mrs. .behalf." A .large number of signers
row de Guevara, who is well known as S. G.C.
Manvrre secured to this petition. Mr. A.
tant part. The grandfather would
Padilla,
Cartwright, Mrs.
the original grantee of the Caja del uel Delgado, Ramon Trujillo, T. A. V. Pollard, who was one of the com
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-hoKio grant which extends from the city
miltee circulating the same, stating
Hayden, Luis Lujan, C.'F. Kauen,
to the Rio Grande and was made on
th.it practically every business man
Baca and Simon v igil.
ern
and why all this light ? To
In town had signed the petition. In
May 13, 1742, by Governor Mendoza.
WARD 2.
Domestic Lump
Fancy Egg
make the home more homelike to make
Fancy Lump
other quarters, there is talk of stronc,
Don Aniceto himself has held many
Delegates Charles F. Easley,
oflices including those of member of
Garcia, Apolonio Pino, Frank opposition, and a notice has been is-the home the most pleasant spot on earth
the legislature, probate judge, member Keefe, Amado Gutierez, Mrs. Grant stu d announcing a citizens' meeting
for father, mother and children. Good light
of Rivenburg, Mrs. A. P. Hill, Mrs. Frank in Baker Hall, commonly known as
of the constitutional convention
the
Comet
aftertheater, Thursday
1SS9, territorial librarian, etc., and his Plomteaux, Mrs. E. E. Friday and Mrs.
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
Phone One Double 0 J.
at three o'clock
l.oon
for the purpose
Bon is now senator from Socorro coun- Charles F. Easley.
. .
n
desired.
Alternates Fred Thayer, Maximo'01 nominating a citizens' ticket. There!
ty. This genealogy will be carefully
18 ever
Pspect or a good, warm con
preserved by the Historical Society in Mauricio Duran, Tomas Ortiz y Lu-- :
the remarkable collection of historical cero, Jose Lovato, Mrs. Fred Thayer, test, and for the short time before
the election, political wires will be
manuscripts which it has succeeded in Mrs. Jose Paz Cortez, Mrs. John Ham- Mrs. F. Chavez and Mrs. Anna M. working overtime.
preserving from destiuction or cblltet-'pe1110 Victoria Land & Cattle
com
Leeson.
ation.
THE RELIABLE
1
11 A
'Puny has sold to the Chiuo Copper
WARD 3.
Mrs. John II. Walker, John H. coniPany Us two springs on the range
BOGUS BUFFALOES
Walker, Mrs. A. M. Bergere, Thomas "orth of Deming known as Apacu tejo
Warm sWln' 'The psice is n
ON NEW NICKELS Doran, Mrs. J. W.' Mayes, J. S. Can-!"Public- but
is rumored that
delario, Miss Ada Harvey, Incarnacion
ELECTRICAL LIGHTING and FIXTURE WORK
ures.
sil
Griffin.1'11,6 deal went "P into
Next time you get one of those new, Barela, Gus Hunter, Mrs. W. E.
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
Z. McCuIlough, Mrs. Tllese, two, BprlngB have been Doted
Alternates-- B.
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
shiny buffalo nickels In your change J. S.
R. H. Hanna, W,atering, place8 for cattle ever sfnce
Mrs.
Candelario,
IENT as to touch the button and
take a look at it. Then feel it care- J. W.
tl,e cat
Mayes, C. J. Bacon, Juan Olivas, fj8, Sfctiof wa" ?ccum"ed
fully.
"
lhat
stove is ready to cook your
Mrs.
your
Mrs.
Carrie
.1
Hayward,
Wittman,
Have Your House
You
If it is greasy to the touch, slightly E. Sandoval and
the
1
Mr. Wittman.
iron
ready to use, your toasted
blurred around the Indian's head and
jcnlargement of the capacity of is mill
WABn .
HAVE IT DONE AT COST.
at Hurley.
fails to ring when you drop it on the
(one-hal- f
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuvote each)
Delegates
th&wcase, turn it down or put It away Prank
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
David Gonzales, Meli-- j
Blandy,
From
19 to 32 degrees
wa, tne
ar, a souvenir,
Percolators , Grills,,
it is a counterfeit and ton Castillo, Roman Armijo, Arthur
Phone 223
in
range
here
temperature
yeoterday
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heata
in
slot machine.
only good
Irons, Etc.
Seligman. J. W. Norment, Ed. Tafoya,:aiid the humidity was 66 per cent. The
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
The new nickels bearing an Ameri- J. A. Rael. Pedro Ortiz. Romulo
Mar- mercurv rlrnnned tr 1
Wroo, iaoi
can bison on one Bide and the head of tinez, Mrs. Juan
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
Fayett, Miss Lola night and the mean temperature
an Indian chief on the other have
Mrs. M. V. Dunlavy, Mrs. K. terday was seventeen degrees below
day and n'ght Estimates and full inforIbeen in circulation only a few weeks, W.
Greene, Mrs. Kate Patterson, Mrs. the normal.
Half an Inch of snow
mation cheeerfully given.
but already Santa Fe and probably Geo. V. Howard, Mrs.. James L. Selig- - fell
early this morning which damp-man- ,
other cities have been flooded with
Mrs. I. H. Rapp, Miss Lola Saiz ened the ardor of those who always
imitations.
The counterfeits are ex- and Miss Clotilde Ortega.
see spring coming soon after March
cellent unless given a careful exami21.
nation.
They appear to be molded
PROJECTS FOR THE
from a genuine coin.
It will not pay you to watte your
time writing out your legal forms
ADVANCEMENT
OF
I
riVUiTl
RESTOTtATION TO ENTRY OF LANDS
when
can get them already print
all points in New Mexico, Ari
IN NATIONAL FOREST.
DEMING GOING ON od at youthe New
Mexican
Printing
Notlet; is lifreby given that the lanis
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
described
417.50 acres,
Company.
embracing
within tho Jirmz National Forest, New
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
Deming, N. M., March 26 Twc
Mexico, will be subject to settlement and
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAY8
entry under the provisions of the home- large reclamation
projects in the
PHONE 85 MAIN.
stead laws of the United States and the vicinity of
Deming are now well under Tour druggist will refund money if
act of June 1, 1906, (34 Stat., 1133), nt
tho United States land office at Sunta Fe, way. Three wells are now being put PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
r
New Mexico, on May 28, 1913. Any
t'own on the property of the Alfalfa case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
who was actually and In good faith
claiming any of said lands for aRi'icultu-ra- l Farms Co., and Mr. C. E. Miesse, man
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tractor on the ground
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STEAM
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WHO'S WHO IN WILSON'S
BIG CONTEST GIVES
EVERY ONE A CHANCE
J. Campbell Cory.

CABINET

BY CORY. I

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.

4--

By

It's n freak cabinet in some ruino,'
respects. To begin wiili, there ar
watches.
gold
Tlie New Mexican's great $50H
At least five
the "Forty Niners."
lianinomo
The plan adopted for the. distribu- members being of exactly that age.
whnn twenty-fivJ
nies will be given away absolutely
tion of the prizes is the fairest anC 'Then we have not less than two
woof famous men.
reincarnations
free, is now open to any man or
It
affords
conceivable.
most
impartial
is so nearly a proto-- j
man (married or single) of Santa Fe
to win, nnd Franklin V. Lane
or the state of New Mexico. All that everyone an opportunity
type of the late Bob ingersoll that ill
it.
would require an expert with a plumb
n necessary to enter the contest and no elemeut of chance enters into
NOR bob and a pair of calipers to tell the
compete for the many valuable prizes THIS IS NOT A "BEAUTY"
offered is to clip the nomination blank "POPULARITY"
CONTEST, but a difference; and Albert S Burleson is
so much like Sir Walter Scott in ap
following this article, fill in your name
competitive proposition where
and address, and mail or deliver to the strictly
pearance that if the latter were alive
the
will
be
contest department of The Santa Fe effort and perseverance
.tcday the two of them would be
well matched to make a good
New Mexican and you will be entered vinning factors.
ENTER THE RACE TODAY.
Full information repair of cuff buttons.
as a candidate.
It is of the said Albert S. that we
Now is the time to euter your name
garding the distribution of prizes, etc.,
will be sent to you Immediately upon in the race and begin to gather votes especially intend to chatter upon this
and subscriptions. Get among your occasion.
receipt of your nomination.
In order to look upon the famous
It does not cost one penny to enter friends and acquaintances and anhe must be
a
old Caledonian
bard,
of
a
for
intentions
being
nounce
and
prize,
contest
compete
your
this
course.
he's Scotch
of
"Well,
has
else
one
some
Scotch,
before
Mexican
winner
New
guarantees prize
i.nd as The
nil right, although some two genera
each and every candidate a prize or a secured their support. It is a case itions
removed from the land of Waver
commission on all subscriptions turn- of "the early bird catches the worm'
ed in during the contest, it is all to i i affairs of this kind. AMiile this con- ly and the Black Douglas.
had his "pooch
Mis grand-daddtest does not officially open until Mongain and nothing to lose.
oaten
cakes" when he
wi'
stockit
weel
too
means
no
is
it
SECURED.
by
HOW VOTES ARE
day, April 7th,
of San Jacinto in
iu
battle
the
fought
It
and
to
to
start
work,
might
The plan of the contest is simplicity early
thoBe who get ilSSC. and it was in Terns that the
j t s elf.
The first thing to do is to send be said In passing that
I'
in all probability be braw, auld, fctchin' Burleson" sired
in the nomination coupon, which en- a good start will
the father of the present Postmaster
winners.
the
big prize
titles you to 5000 votes to start with
of the United States, who, in
jCleneral
The office of the Contest Editor is turn, was also born under the "Lone
coupon will
(only one nomination
count for each candidate), then clip located In The New Mexican office ;Star."
lUe vote coupon which appears daily where he may be seen at all times reThe male child of white parents
(good for 100 votes) and get your garding this big prize distribution. fiots a good start in Texas, and when,
race
friends to doing the same. There is Those who intend to enter the
ias in the case of Burleson, he chances
no restrictions on these vote coupons should call in and get a receipt book to possess an underpinning of inherent
and you may poll as many as you can and explanatory matter. A few min- fighting Scotch blood the combined
secure. There is another, and better utes' talk with the Contest Editor advantage spoils "trouble' to opposing
t
way, to get votes in this contest and will "set you right" on any points that Wees. The living proof of this
is exemplified in Burleson him
that is by securing subscriptions tc are not exactly clear. Contest Phono
iself.
The New Mexican, New Mexican Re- 31 J.
After fourteen years in Congress
view and Kl Neuvo Mexicano. The
litis record for doing things of a snr
number of votes issued on subscripprising and strenuous nature speak
tions vary according to the amount
HER ENGLISHMAN broadly for itself. While he has bee"
paid. (See vote schedule.)
!a bitter and fearless partisan in all
HOW PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED.
matters of ordinary caliber, he has
2(i.
March
The candidate securing the greatest
San Francisco, Cal.,
!not hesitated to vote with the op
to
I
as
os
number of votes, regardless
Elizabeth M. Wood, a
Angeles
on measures of great impnr
where he or she resides in the state heiress, lias created a spnsation on position
Uance wherein he felt that a highethe the Pacific coast by anouncine;
the
oi' New Mexico will bo awarded
ideal than party fealty was to be
breaking of her engagement to C.iptair. served, as, for instance, lie wan i
jjrand capital prize $1000 in gold.
After the grand capital prize has James Campbell Besloy, a member of
Strong supporters of Tail's Reciprobeen awarded the candidates standing 'the English polo team which played city Measure when his party in
first in each of the four districts will c.t Los Angeles the last season.
was howling Its minority heart
be awarded the $450 Story & Clark
Miss Wood became acquainted with 'off
the bill,
against
pianos; the second highest, will be the captain while he was in I.cs
It was Burleson who had the una
time
awarded the $200 Indian motorcycles;
with the team. After
precedented nerve to father a propo
ihird highest, the $150 diamond rings; rumors reached her and detectives ;sition for pensioning the entire lis'
fourth highest The trips to the Pacific were engaged to investigate fiem.
Texas
of
Rangers, among
coast; fifth highest, the $75 I. C. S. These men reported that the ciptain jvliom it was a finely drmvn and deli
in
Francisco.
San
a
wife
had
$25
and the sixth, the
living
jeate question of honor at tiie time as
to which was entitled to the greater
'assortment of notches on his gun,
each notch representing, of course, a
con-tost-
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find out what, then.- is to put hand
upon when the government shall take
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It was ho
voltage when it conies to cotton, not intricacies of the procuot.
only in the culture, but in the market who fathered the "crop estimating
stoned now and, for that matter, why board," whose decisions and official
regulations are now tacitly accepted
not?
!,ts standard and binding by all cotton
new
the
of
post
A cherished scheme
in the United Slates.
master general's is the enforcement of exchanges
Burleson is still a compartivelv
the Tatt order placing :;o,000 more
or young man, possessed of the vigor of
postmasters on the "classified"
Civil Service list. In this suggestion middle life and of a world of startling
There will
ideas as yet unexplolted.
there is a degree of
Dethat Is eminently characteristic oe he something doing in the I'oBtal four
Burleson, It means about thirty thous- partment during the ensuing
heartaches at thirty thousand years unless all signs fail.
predatory encounter with a careless and
And he marvelously resembles Sir
cross-roadpost offices.
"War.
And
"Yankee" during the Civil
Walter.
the
o"
an
is
highest
Burleson
expert
Burleson got by with it they are
old-lin- e
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hereby nominate and cast 5,000 votes for

Miss, Mr. or Mrs

:
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Address
as a candidate in ths Santa Pe New Mexican's great $5,000
prize contest.
This nomination blank, when clipped out, name and address properly filled In and mailed or delivered to the contest department of The Santa Fe New Mexican will count
as 5,000 votes for the candidate nominated.
Note: Candidates are expected to nominate themselves in
this contest. Don't wait for someone else to nominate you.
Clip this blank and send in today.

BUNK ACCEPTED
CANDIDATE NOMINATED.

ONLY ONE NOMINATION

WHAT ARE OUR RAILROADS

WORTH? WE ARE GOING TO

FIND OUT IN GREATEST INQUIRY IN AMERICAN

T

FOR EACH

VOTE COUPON
The Santa Fe New Mexican's

S5.000.00 Prize Contest
100 VOTES
For Miss, Mr. or Mrs

Address.

CHARLES EDWARD RUSSELL WRITER AND NOTED AS RAILROAD
WHAT, IN HIS OPINION, "PHYSICAL VALUAEXPERT,' TET-L-S
TION" BILL, QUIETLY PASSED BY CONGRESS, MEANS TO THE
FOLKS WHO USE THE RAILWAYS.
(Editor's Note. What are all theji,, the railroad capitalization on which
railroads of the United States worth? we are paying interest charges. The
Don't you think that would be a fine fountains are so many, so complicated
people to! and often so obscure and uncertain
tiling for the American
know before the railroads tie us up that about all any industry could do
extent of the floods,
fny tighter? Or, shall we say, befora is to Indicate the
we buy the railroads? Without a;
Ostensibly, If we find out the exact
breeze congress recently passed a bill real value of a railroad's property and
directing the interestate commerce subtract that from the railroad's measwhat is left is some
commission to make a "physical valuation" of the railways. In the follow- ure of the water.
Ab a matter of fact, it might not be
Edward
ing signed article Charles
Kussell, who is probably the foremost
railroad expert in the country, tells
the readers of the Daily New Mexican
what, in his opinion, this important
piece of legislation really means to
those who "pay the freight.")
(By Charles Edward Russell.)
The fact that congress passed a bill
to ascertain the physical valuation of!
the railroads Ib more significant than!
the bill itself.
It marks tho last stage of the Old
The day wlienj
Kegime In America.
the railroad interests were the most
absolute and most arbitrary power in
our affairs has gone by. Not now do
these interests dictate to congress
they are far too busy to save them- j
selves.
Government ownership of railroads ;
in this country is, many of us believe,
Inevitable. If we are to have all these
concerns as our own, the first thing
i9 "to find out what we are to get and
CHARLES EDWARD RUSSELL.
what it is really worth.
This is the chief practical value of a measure at all, and probably
the inquiry. The others are interest wouldn not be even an indication.
Take, for merely one kind of illustraing, but don't get where.
For instance, it will not, as some of tlon, such railroads as the Union Pa- us believe, show the amount of water cific, Central I'aciiic, Southern Pacl- -

j

j

j

j

j

one-hal-

i

HISTORY

Northern Baciilc. All of these
were built at public expense and pre.
sen ted free of charge and with a bonus
to the fortunate men who called theni-- )
selves the owners. All of the stock
issued upon them was water. It has
remained water to this day. Vast
quantities of other water have since
been added, but the original water is
still there and wo are still paying in- terest upon it. The sum in subtrac-- j
tion that 1 have indicated above
nor any con- wouldn't show that wa'-isiderable part of It.
But this bill is very wisely and com-- j
petently drawn and covers theBO and
almost every other pertinent point in
the subject.
To ascertain only the present value
of railroad property would be of Bmall
use. To ascertain only the reproduc-- ;
tion cost, which is the railroad com-- j
panics' favorite proposal, would be of
no use at all. The roads and their
bil-- !
equipment are now at least eight
lion dollars below a normal standard
of efficiency, and, of course, this fact,
which happens to be of the greatest
importance to people that don't like to
be killed, would never be shown in
any statement of reproduction cost,
Incidentally, the deficlancy from a
normal standard amounts to a sum
f
of the total
about equal to
capitalization of all the railroads.
From which it would seem about time
for the government to act.
The bill requires the inquiry to find
CUt tnt prigiuai cool oi iiie piopei i.y
and every Item thereof, Its present
value and depreciation, the cost of reproducing it, and to state the exact
method by which these values were.

lie,

j

j

This coupon, when neatly clipped out, name and address
filled in. and brought or sent to the Contest Department of
The New Mexican, Santa Fe, N. M., will count as 100 votes.
Do not roll or fold. Mail in flat packages.
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For Information as to Rates. Reaerv Alinna
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Wm. M. Scott. Travelinc Freisrht and Passencer Atrpnt. Npw
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InTwo points are not speeilk-allcluded that, some of us would like to
see made clear.
One is to try to ascertain the
amount of interest that the public is
still
(through
equipment
paying
loans) on equipment that has ceased
to exist.
The oilier is to try to determine as
how auith railroad
nearly as
revenue that really belongs to the public has been capitalized in permanent
improvements now called a part of the
railroid properly.
of a railroad',
Suppose
capitalization to be water. Then
of the rates made to support
that capitalization must lie unjust ami
of tho revunreasonable,
enue produced must belong to tho people from whom it has been unjustly
taken, and where revenue so obtained
has heoii spent in permanent improvements, strictly speakini,', ought to be
the property of the public that has
been taxed for them.
Very little has ever been said about
tills, and yet it is a matter well deserving serious consideration.
But inquiries of this kind would be
and produce mostly estimates.
This bill provides for practical work
of more immediate value. As a railroad president admitted before the
senate committee, it will be the greatest investigation In our history. Let
us pray that it will be made as far
as possible on independent lines and
in the commission's own way.

New Mexican Want
bring results. Try it.

Ads

Register.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
EDWARD P. DAVIE8,
City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,
Rooms
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
17-1- 8

-

"

,

G. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney

j

and

Counsellor-at-Law-

.

Practices in all t lie District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the State Supreme Court,
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
HARRY

D.

Attorney-at-Law-

MOULTON,
,

j

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L,. O.
Land Claims and Contests & Specialty
. Chat, R. Eaaley,
Chas. F. Eaelcy,
EASLEY & EASLEY,

always

Attorneys-a- t

aw.

Practice in the Courts tni befora
There Is more Catarrh In hls sec- Land Department.
tion of the country than nil other
Land grauts and titles examined.
diseases put together, and intil the Santa Fe, N. M branch Office, Eit&a--I
last few years was supposed o be Incia, N. M.
For a great man? years
curable.
doctors pronounced it a local llsease
M. J. McGUINNESS
and prescribed local remedies, and
Attorney-at-Law- .
by constantly failing to cure with Room 12, Second Floor, Capital
Citj
local treatment, pronounced it incur- '
Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
able. Science has proven Catarrh to
he a constitutional disease, and thereDR. W. HUME BROWN,
fore requires constitutional treat
Dentist.
manufac
ment. Hall's Catarrh Cure,
Ovr Spitz Jewelry Stora. ...
tured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
Rooms :, 2 and 3.
Ohio, is the only constitutional cure
on the market.
It is taken internally Phone Red 6.
Office Home g a. m. to 5 p. m.
in doses from 10 drops to a teaspoon
And by Appointment.
ful. It acts directly on the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system. They
offer one hundred dollars for any case
M. DIAZ,
DR.
il fails to cure. Send for circulars and
testimonials.
I to J P.M
To- Office 202 Water St., Hours,
&
I

i

J.

CO.,
Address: F. J. CHENEY
ledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pi'ls for censti
patioo.

j

P"ne?
ay

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department, of the Interior, U. S
Lpcd Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Marcb

J Office, 220 W
Residence. 9 J

Work. Portable Coils to be
used at patient's home.

c7C. GUNTER, M. D.,

1, 1913.

PHYSICAN and SURGEON,
Notice is hereby given that Eliza
beth W. Probert, widow of William H
Rooms 9 Laughlin Bid?. Calls
ascertained.
Probert, Jr., of Jemez Springs, N. M.,
promply attended day or night.
It also requires the history of each
bo. on January 12, 1911, made Homerailroad, of all the benefactions It has stead Entry No. 014779, for NE
7 to 8 p. m
2 to 4 p. m
9 to II a. m.,
NE
N El-NE
received from whatsoever source, of NE
W
j

18-1-

i

OFFICE HOTJES:

4

4

Three Pianos

of these merchants that makes it possible for the people of Santa Fe to get
Three More For Only $90 Cash Each, Three More For $100 Cash Each, Three More For $1.10 Cash Each, and

PROGRESSIVEKESS

Absolutely Free,

THE MOST REMARKABLE AND LARGEST
PROPOSITION EVER ATTEMPTED IN SANTA FE.
Three More For $120 Cash

Each--Fiftee- n

In All !

MODERN
To Win These Plan05 and 30 0ther Fine Prizes, all on exhibition at any of the Contest Stores-TH- E
IflL uUlllLOlMNlO CERY, the real modern grocery of the city; THE SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO., the big hardware and
supply house ; JOHN PFLUEQER, the only real shoe store in the city. Supply your wants at these stores and help your friends. Subscriptions to the
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN count fast 1,000 votes given for every dollar paid. Same ratio for either of the weeklies. Do not stop with the subscript
tions in the city, but get your friends all over the state to subscribe. Subscriptions prior to December 31, 1912, count double.
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Pec. lit, T. 2tl N., U. 3 E N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described,
U. S. Commisioner N. It. Whit-- '
in;;, at Albuquerque, N. M., on April
'14, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses: E.
M. Fentou and V. If. Rogers,
Jemea
Springs, N. M.; Win f red Bletcher
W. Oarrett, Senorito, N. M.
jiin-.MANUEL R. OTERO,
-1

E CONTEST STORES'
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porting
PACKEY

McFARLAND

TELLS

"TOUGHEST
PACKEY EARNED

A

" FIGHTERS'

SCRAP

"-

-

DRAW, THOUCH HALF OUT FOR

WITY
12

STORY

A

-

the most popular loading man for "The
Fred'Mlfl.ry vidow" on two continents hast
'"jovening's performance at the Colum
i7"u""b
bia Theater does nothing to change
back-stocC'uriscii also came along, the
having something the matter (that fame. The LHUe Marquis o' "The
with his back and deuiring the jt.te.u-tio- 'Siren" will not dim the brilliancy of
of u New: Orleans specialist.
the dashing Prince Daniio.
This is
"The Napa look better i;ov than In
the fault of the medium you
partly
nave
any previous
spring since
nardly exPect a "Merry Widow"
been with the club," said Mitchell !Can
to fall upon us unawarep;
bu'. it is
of
are
pepper,
showing plenty
"They
Donald Brian's own c'hoiT that
are hitting the ball well and our pitch- mostly
to hip
jhe Is adding no new lights
ing staff, except Blanding, who is laid ,name.
up w ith a badly bruised foot, is in line
For Donald Brian has a
le season.

Vean Gregg, Willie

CLUB

"

RAY BRONSON.

ROUNDS FROM

WEDNESDAY, MARCH

OF

HIS HUGHIE THINKS
COBB CAN TEACH
THEM HOW TO RUN

PIVOT BLOW TO THE JAW.

!hem-stive-

About a dozen members of thej
lighters' Story club crowded into my
room, draping themselves over the
furniture; the declaration of Mrrs.
Battling Nelson that fine woulid sue
the famous Dane for divorce had been
threshed out, when in came Packey
AleKarland, hero of the stockyards.
"Let's have a story, 'Packey Mac,' "
I said. "Tell us about
the toughest

s

i

j

scrap you ever had." And here it is,
as Packey told it to us.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Mitchell,

BY E. A BACHELOR.
Manager Jennings believes that the fettle.
Tiger recruits who have shown
"Johnson, I.ajoie, Chapman and Turfleet runners will learn a lot ner will make up the infield and there
about base running from Ty Cobb.
U pH nty of good otitfielding
talent.
The force of example he fxpocts to Little 'Heine' Leibold, the Detroit boy.
help these speedy inveiiils to attain I;s showing wonderful speed and field
great proficiency on the paths for itj,n?r nhmy and s,puIU stick with the
lb only
natural unit anyone who club. Johnson and Chapman, the two
studies Ty's methods and is by tia rccru't infielders, are playing great
jlure equipped .with speed
ball, and their ginger has done much
prove when he lias such a teacher Of to put life In the squad.
course It will be impossible for ihe
will
"L! turning's injury
probably
Peach to supply the quick thinking
lay h'm up for a week or two longer
brain that enab'es him to see open-- and
liny make him late in getting
lings instantly and the nerve to take'
to work In the championship
ready
would!
el.se
ja chance that anybody
It is pretty tough on the club
games.
jtl'ink too desperate to be attempted. liaviup Fred in the hospital at this
Nature and art are combined in
time, fer he seemed to be showing
'making the Peach what he ''s. Hej
is bound to have a big
cannot pass along all his natural everything and
when he gets into good physical
year
talents, but he can supply lessons in;
the art that he has mastered, and ii'j rendition."
:the students are endowed willi some
measure of genius, they may develop' HUGGINS LIKES ALL 9
or
the'
(into fairly good inii'-toREADY FOR THE BELL
master,
In Shanley, Powell mid High, Tyrusj
will have some fine material to work
Columbus. Ga., March 25. "If I .can
'on.. Each one of these is a lighten-- ; bolster up the pitching department,
ing fast runner, some of the squad the St. Louis club will make a credit-- j
holding the opinion that Powell is the! able showing in the National league
fleetest man in baseball. Shanley Is this season," remarked Miller Ilug- a daring cuss on the paths almost too gins.
daring if anything, and he will hove to
"All these hurlers have shown more)
be toned down rather thn speeded up. cr Jess ability, and that tney possess
He takes chances that Cobb would enough "stuff" to make their way
not attempt and gets caught proper-- the National league if
they can learn
tionately.
how to use it. Of course, I have the
It will be noticed that while Cobb a'.il stad-byto form a nucleus, Dut the
has the reputation of being a reck Cardinals need at least two more to
less baserunner, he usually gets away take regular turns in the box to
guard
with his stuff, while other men, who against injuries and illness.
inare just about as fast, a'mo.it
"In the bunch there are four loft- lananiy are nabbed when they essay handed twirlers, including Salle. They
to pull the same stunts. There is aie: Willis, who was with us last seamethod In the peach s mauness.
He son Hunt, from the Taconia North
doesn't just simply run
but wes tern league, and Sheible a sonii
has some reason for beliving every pro. from Hillsboro Mo., The latte; i
time he takes liberties that ho will be ns the recommendation of
Lecay
able to go through with what he is Crawford. The
pitchers
attempting.
are Harmon, Oeyer, Galden and Steele!
Shanley is much the same sort of a of last year brigade, and Burk, who
runner as Cobb. It seems that he can came from Brooklyn last fall and
travel just about as fast when he gets eK wed so splendidly toward the cIobo
going, but he is not so quick a starter. of the race In the fall series against!
Of course, being a
hitter the Browns. The newcomers are Grin
he has to run about a yard further in er. Cleveland
Appalachian
league;'
going to nrst uase, ana therefore the lidding, Columbus Cotton Statesout
jreacn is able to beat
many in Iprrritt Greenwood Cotton States
field taps that the recruit world not
jstevenson, Oshkosh Wisconsin-Illinoiget. bhanJey has a splendid slida, and and Johnson. Davennort Three I lea
can stop about as quickly as any mar, gue. Out of this
group there should
n uaseoan.
u is almost marvelous iie enough material to fit in with the
(he way in which he can come out of0iller cog8 of ll)e otherwise well-bal- a dead run and Into a halt In
just a aneed machine"
few feet.
Powell and High are good sliders
t
CIDPM"i IIIITU
and are very fast.- - Both aie lefthand
I flCt OlKClV
Wl I fl "
hitters and no infielder can afford to
DONALD BRIAN
loaf with the ball when either is run
to
first
Is
base.
Powell
COMING APRIL 5
Inclined
ning
to be nervy on the bases and if he
knows when to start, he will make
(San Francisco Examiner)
trouble for the best catchers hi the
'The Siren" is another one of those
country.
exiguous products, favored by certain
managers, and written to their order
to exploit u personality, it succeeds
GLAD WAHOO SAM
in
entertainment be-- j
HAS SIGNED ROLL causean ofevening's
its pretty music and the rianc
ing.
The personality exploded this time
New Orleans, March 20. News thai
v.
re
is that of Donald Brian. Donald Bvian'B
Sam Crawford bad signed up
ts
ceived by Manager Jennings an'.1 fame up to date rests on his being
brought a broad smile to the manager's speckled countenance
"I am mighty glad that Sam hati
come In," said Hnghle enthusiastically. "I knew all along that he would
for no man could expect, to make ar
ma
much money selling weighing
chines as the Detroit club offered him
for playing ball. Undoubtedly he will
bf. in In fine 3hape and will be ablo
to get into the game as soon as he
joins.
the enfeebled system readily
'
With Sam already in the fold and
accepts any disease Nature's
ly's signing probably only a matter
look
(of a few days, our prospects
resistant force is depleted
and
'bright. Of course, none of the young
Emulsion is
outfielders can compare with these
Its highly concenneeded.
jtwo sluggers.
Powell, who has bron
trated nourishment is implaying right fieldi, has looked fairmediately distributed to every
ly, strong in this series at New
but he is not Sam Crawford by
organ.
'a long shot and while I am pleaserl
With Scott's Emulsion
with him, I am very glad indeed thai
nature
repairs waste, conthe big fellow is going o be ov ham.
structs
healthy tissue and
There was great, rejoicing among
blood.
active,
tbe veterans when the news of Craw
ford's return to the ranks was announ-- j
Nothing equals Scott 't Emulsion
in eonvatesence.
ced. Most of the men who kno v him
felt that Sam would be making n mis
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield. N. J.
take to retire for a year as he threat-jeneto do. They point to th fact
Ithat no man who ever tried to lay off
for a season after reaching the Wahoc
barber's age, ever could regain his
;
form.
and $250
Crawford is one of the most popular PRICES, $165, $200, $215
men in baseball, universally likeo" and
With Imported Magneto.
respected. The Tigers will we'. ome Motor Cycle without a doubt with trouble
comrade
him both as a
Jpft at the factory.
and as a star, whose presence will
make their chances in the coming pennant race much brighter than they
would have been without him.

personality
worth exploiting. It Is Mr. Brian him- seir wno reruses to exploit lrs own
unique qualities. "' He Is as nimble-footeas of old, and he dances prettily
for us In the last act a very clever
dance. He has no voice, of course but
a voice In musical comedy is often
a nuisance.
What Mr. Brian his bv

way of voice he uses most ski'ully.
in a quiet, artistic style
that gives you hope for the future of
a talented young man.
in humming

MONTEZUMA.
C. J. Dixon, Kansas City.
L. A. Day, Denver.
W. M. Potsch, St. Joe, Mo.
A. E. Carver, Denver.
L. C. Fletcher, Clovis.
K. Schawrecker, St. Louis.
F. M. Gore, Lamy.
W. C. Ostrich, Albuquerque.

H. J. Collins, Albuquerque.
Albuquerque.
Elias Clarke, Alcalde.
J. H. Clarke, Kansas City
M. Paltenghe, Wagon Mound
R. Viveth, Pecos.
A. L. Clawson, Kl Paso
D. C. SluntzingeiyEl P,iso,
')
E. E. Veeder, Las Vegas,. $
C. H. Martindale, Guthrie Okla
John Sullivan. City.
S, s
J. E. St. Vrain, Los AngHei. S
B. F. Copeland, Rochester; if $Y.
C. J. Dawe, Denver.
(';'''
EUROPEAN.
U. Garcia, Las Vegas.
H. W. Harper
A. B. Robertson,

'
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By Packey McFarland.)

Ray IJronson, of Indianapolis, gave
me the hardest light I ever had. 1
have fought men I consider his super-ior, but none of them handed me a
punch like he did.
Bronsou and I boxed In New Or-- !
leans, September 10, 19U9, and a pivot
blow to my Jaw in the first round paved the way for the toughest ring engagement I ever took part in.
Every ounce of lirouson's "kick"
went into that smash and every star;
in the milky way performed
before my eyes as 1 Blid to the mat for
the first time In my career.
What happened in the 12 rounds I
don't know, for my braiu was full of
cobwebs and fog. At the end, the verdict was well received, but I was the
most surprised person in the house at
the fact that Bronsou failed to win
with a knockout.
Never have i stopped so hard a
punch. Ray must have realized the
power behind that blow, but he failed
to follow his advantage for some rea- son and I was content to stall, hoping
my head would clear. Not until the
13th round did I regain my faculties.
1 realized as the rounds passed that
I was boxing about 40 per cent below
my real ability, but I continued to step
arpuna none tue worse ior tne mow
so I read in the papers the next day
and Bronson's failure to step in and
knock me out was, I believe, due to
his belief that I was stalling.
When we started I was can.dent of
outpointing Bronsou, although anticipating a hard battle. Early in the first
round we clinched, and Bronson shoved me away, then whirled and slough'
ed me with the pivot, spilling me for
the four count.
For the next eight rounds the honors were Bronson's. Ho carried the
tight to me, but seemed afraid to mix
at close range. The pace was fast, but
instead of growing weaker I gained
strength as the rounds passed, where

rs
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26, 1013.

as Bronson displayed symptoms
weakening.
After the ICth the going was a lot
easier for me, and in the 17th, realizing Bronson had shot his bolt, I started to overcome the lead he had piled
up.
I must have punched him about 35
time sa minute for the rest of the way,
mixing jabs, uppercuts,
swings and
hooks until it seemed a shame to continue. The 20th found Bronson hanging on for dear life. I pushed him
away several times, always following
with a punch, but not having enough
behind it to knock him out.
I was tired, too, and was glad when
the 20th round ended, and well satisfied when Referee Wallace Wood lifted
our hands in token of a draw. And
fiom the way the crowd whooped, I
guess the spectators we.--e
satisfied,
too.
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stationery, you would. choosfe your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100

you would specify

efficient,

j

j

right-hande-

,

N

(UIIPM

)

(Fac-Sirail-

Water-Mar-

e

The De Luxe Business Paper

-

s

,.TUP

IS

i

because by comparison you would find that COUPON-BONis far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality

character impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.
Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
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Mahoney, the slugging outfk.'der. "All
you've got to do, kid," hi continued,
"is to go along as you have vith the
Vans. You'll get better rupport with
the regulars behind you air i you
show the old man, you'll 3tick."
j
New Orleans, La., Mrti.b 26. Ac- Ho was
Jimmy was encouracef..
with
the
veterans
and
popular
every cording to some of the Cleveland
lone of them welcomed the youngster club's veteran pitchers, who were sent
;ana aaaea a word or encouragf ment, ever to .New urieans rrom t eusacur.i.
to bolster up his confidence.
in advance of the main body of Naps,
(To be con ti'i ued )
P.rrmingham'!! squad Is In fine shape J

:

Los Angeles,
San Diego,

San Francisco,

--

ELK'S THEATRE

power of

g

:

13.

Because Jimmy Doolan had been substantial than wind behind it', and
' he wasn't the man to overlook a find,
pitching surprisingly good ball' for the
Having a hunch that his good work
who
Yannigans, Manager Mackraw
had attracted the attention of his boss,
was with the regulars, decided the boy Jimmy started for New Orleans with
must "have something," so he tele- a light heart. He rushed out to trie
graphed the veteran in charge of the ball grounds upon arrivinz, shortly
Becond team, at Memphis, to ship Jim- alter noon, and joined hm mate': jus'
as they were dressing fir an exhibition
my back to the regulars.
Mackraw was enterticing a grow wnii tne pelicans.
"Hope you're with us for good, Jim- lng suspicion that Bill Hardy's dope
on young Doolan had something more my," encouragingly remarked Dai ny
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Large Display of'

find out how the ease was coming
Very
along.
BEAUTIFUL
The trial began about 4:1;"
DRY GOODS
ADOLF
day afternoon and adjourned a little
before (i p. m.
Mr. Wright opened the case with an
address to the jury telling what he
expected to prove by witnesses. II.'
said that the plaintiff, Dr. Sloiui lied
Are
practiced medicine some thiry yeais
LOWEST.
10c. Yd.
in Santa Fe; that he rents an officii'
Fancy Dress Ginghams, fast colors
from Mrs. Jennie Schafer at I'ahice
25c. Yd.
35c. Swiss Embroideries, 27 inches wide
IN $10,-00- 0 avenue and Washington avenue; tli.it.
DR J. H. SLOAN, WITNESS
L1NDHARDT
;
From $1.00 to SI. 50
Full line of House Dresses
Arthur Griffin is her agent and tha
DAMAGE SUIT, SAID HE HAD iDr.
Sloan asked, Mr. Grlfiln to have in
Ave
Palace
125
in
ininicd
tr
Wfiite
rr
$1.45
Children's
Dresses,
lace.spedal,
embroider)
stalled In the north room of the otll
FIXED PRICES FOR RESIDENTS,
ices a basin with running water. Mr.
things or men who write things?"
PHONE 180.
HOWEVER.
Wright then described the "instalW
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
Mr. Wilson:
"By authorities 1 mean;
tion," and declared that in replncin?! men whose works are reroouized as
:a board which had to be lifted il was standard
by the profession."
loft in such a condition that lad r oi;
"Do you nuau nun who;
Dr. Sloan:
ESTIMATES HIS LOSS
on
it,
hts
when Dr. Sloan stepped
or nu n who go and
statistics
INSURE WITH IIAYWARD AND RLST CONTLM'.
compile
lie fell
185
pounds,
do the actual work?"
WAS $1,600 TO $1,800 weight heingfloor
up to his thigh anil
throng the
Mr. Wilson: "I mean men whose
was thrown breaking his tenth rib
Acworks are, used authoritative on
Seeds
muscle!!
nerves
and
and
the
tearing
Dr. J. il. Sloan was the "star wit.
anatomy, therapeutics, etc."
I lie
attorney said
Local"1 think fracture am!
ness this morning In the $10,000 dam-- I in that region.
Dr. Sloan:
and tlnu
has brought this occurred on July ,
but not impossible."
rare
dislocation
If so, list with us now, so that description
age suit he himself
irf
Give against the
Hardware the physician had to strap w!his
Mr Wilson:
'You believe it could
of same may be included in our new list
ile lie
with adhesive plasters and
exist at the sani tunc, in the
company nil
llljiuie nuniaur Mas able to be
mucn
suffer.'d
he
up
Give Us a Reasonable Price and WE WILL SELL IT.
ed by a Tall lie maintains was due to
bone?"
-.
pain. On July G, said Mr. Wrig'ir, D"Dr. Knapp said i did."
Dr. Sloan:
negligence in plumbing work done at Sloan
was unable to get ou of be.l
his Palace avenue office.
Mr. Wilson:
"I am asking your
tand called Dr. David Knap;' i,
The case has attracted a good deal of tend hlni and that accordingly a pl;s-jte- r view of the matter."
"I did not find the frac-- I
Dr. Sloaii:
attention and was interesting this
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
cast was put on the patient whici
because of the
and
ttire
inn er met sucn a
myself
'morning principally
2H.
Mr
was worn until July
"
icast
sidelights the physician threw on Wright maintained that, the physician one. I stated I found a dislocation."
TEALESfATETluFWARD HAS ifT
x:
:
Discussing his sojourn a' the
charges he made patients and because Iliad suffered acute pain for sever.)
t In
Mr.
asked
witness
Wilson
&
ui
I'""-- "J
months, and prayed damages in the
m
aim HieuiCUl Ileitis Ul oama re-- , j in; sum of $10,000, the jury to deciu--- if :i' lie had seen patienls in his room,
damage suit is being tried before that sum or any part of it shouM lie j": saw a few," said Dr. Sloan.
"Did you carry on your nilice pracJudge Abbott and a jury in the dis- - paid.
at the sanitarium?
triet court at the county court house.
Arthur P. Grillin was then c.il'eil ticeDr.at your room
Sionn: "J did not. T wrote a few
Seated at the "legal table" were to the stand as the first witness. II.'
'
Or Other Elements by gelliiifr one of our HULL LMBRfLLAS.
There are
former Judge E. K. Wright of Rene-- j substantiated the statement that. Dr. prescriptions, however.
NOT A DRINK JULY 4.
for Dr. Sloan had asked that it wushstaml
counsel
han and Wright,
two kinds the "Suit Case" for traveling and the "detachable" for J
Mr. Wilson then asked
Dr. Sloan
A splendid, useful gift for a lady
'Sloan; Francis ('. Wilson and Melvin wilh running water bo installed unit
Prices from S2 to $7.
general use.
Vihether on, July 4. when Hie alleged
T. Dunlavy, of Wilson, Bowman and that he had asked
llard-I
or jrentleman.
had
ccc.ident
the
Wood-DaviOccurred,
physician
Dunlavy, attorneys for
ware company to have it done. Mr.
When calling, nlsn tikh to see our twit- ass'irlwennit "M TAUSCApEAHLS,
umll win
.'
;
ijloilden your eyes.
Hardware company; Attorney J. H. Grlfiln said he looked at llie wash-- i jbeen drinking.
Crist was also a listener and so were 'stand after it was put up, tried the; "I did not take a drop on July 1.".
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
H. C. YONTZ,
emphu-jsisDr. Butt and Dr. David Knapp. Other wafer to see if it would run and left UHclared Dr. Sloan with much
physicians and lawyers dropped into the room.
The case may go to the jury to
the court room from time to time to
DR. SLOAN ON STAND.
night.
witness.
Dr. Sloan was the next
telling of the years he had practiced
Your Patronage Solicited
here and of events before mid al'ler
jhis accident. In today's testimony he
j went over carefully what ho said was
W. A. WILLIAMS, - W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
N. B. LAIGIILIN, President.
the financial loss he had sustained by
(Owing to the great Interest mani
his alleged Injury and cited that in fested in the Personal Column, ,the
J. B. LAMY,
the month of June, 1912, he had aver- - New Mexican requests its readers to
aged about $12 a day lroni his prac jsend in by mail (a postcard will do):
ReLines.
Hack
are relieved at once by an applicatice. lie stated that he charged $2 a or by telephone (call "31 J") items for
Don't
tion of Sloan's Liniment.
call and when patients came to his this column.
By doing so the readBest Rigs you
rub, just lay on lightly.
office be charged $1 per prescription. !ers will confer a favor on the
New;
" Sloan's Liniment has dono mora
PROMPT SERVICE.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
SADDLE POMES.
If they came, however, as chronic, pa- Mexican and on their friends. Com-- ;
have ever tried
good than anything
tor Btilf joiuU. 1 got my hand hurto
sent
munications
mail
should
bear!
to
for
be
tients
by
say
treated,
catarrh,
St.
Francisco
310
San
Phone
139.
I had to
in
work
that
right
badly
stop
several times a week, he charged a the signature of the writer).
the luisiest limy of tile year. thought
at Mint that 1 would have to have my
certain sum per month for such treat
hand taken oil', but 1 got a liottlo of
The friends of Hiss Morrow
whe
ment.
Sloan's
my band."
WlLTOS WllLEl.EU, Mollis, Altt.
school here
at
Allison
Mission
taught
"When strangers come to the city,' 'some
time ago are much alarmed at
Good for Broken Sinews
continued the witness, smiling broad'the terrible news from Dayton. Ohio
G. G. .Tonus, Baldwin, L. I., writes :
In Precinct No. 4 (South Side)
.ly, with strange diseases, 1 take em
"X used Sloan's l.iniiuotit tor broken
where Miss Morrow lives. No word has
sinews above the kuoe cap caused by a
in."
tail and to my great satislaetion was
been received from her and tea' s are
one
smiled.
Mr.
able to resume work in less tuun three
Wright, felt for her
Kvery
safety.
weeks after the accident,"
said
See lis at Once and (let Your Choice of Lots in one of the X
j' The rtev. John W. Heal, formerly
much?
how
"For
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.
cuarge oi uie uiiurcu oi
Dr. Sloan: 'Well, for what I think ';"lusll'r
Ilol-F"ith ' ,hls cUy. "ecom- (A titter followed this ,ho
they'll stand.
We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
1118 Blsl"r.
1b Heal, passeu
reply and the physicians in the room l'anlPa
on Your Feed Bills. Let us have ajTrial
seemed as much amused as the oth- - through Santa Fe this morning on his
way to Montrose, Colo.
ers j
Order and Convince You.
w- Mi!Is. of Kansas, is
Fine for Sprain
registered
Discussing his alleged loss in inon- Mb TTevry A. Vomit, 84 Somerset
tlle
l'alaoe.
writes : " A
ey owing to his alleged injury Dr. at
St., l'lainlleld. X.IllsJ.,ankle
SURETY BONDS.
REAL ESTATE
INSURANCE
'
so badly
O. Garcia, of l.as Vegas, is register-- ;
rained
friend
Sloan said that he estimated it for
H laughed when
that it went black.
Jed at the European hotel.
I told him that I would have htm out
j'the months of July to December,
Phone, 189 J.
in a week. 1 applied Sloan's Diriment
to
sixteen
W. M. Potsch, a salesman from St.
at
hundred
from
eighteen
M. O'CONNELL,
and
was
he
working
in
and four days
dollars.
said Sloan's was a right good
Joseph, Mo., is at the Montezuma,
:
:
1 19 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
16 OALISTEO STREET.
Klias Clarke, postmaster and mer-Objection was raised by Mr. Wilson
Phone 214 J
Price 25c.,
to Dr. Sloan taking his receipts of chant of Alcalde, is back in tho city.
50c, and 1.00
June as a measure for tbe other
E. E. Veeder, the well known attor-Slonn'i Book
months but the physician said: "I. ney of l.as Vegas, is here on legal
on horses, cattle,
sheep and
do not think June was a most un-- business.
poultry sent free.
month."
healthy
Address
NO DOCTOR BILLS.
It will not pay you to waste your
DISTRIBUTOR OF
Dr.
To questions of his counsel
Dr.
time writing out your legal forms
Earl S.
Sloan declared that he himself bad
Sloan
when you can get them already printbeen spared one
expense doctors'
BUDWE1SER IN BOTTLES
bills as the medical profession never ed at the New Mexican Printing con?
or their families pany.
of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
charge,
Manufacturer
physicians
License Numbers,
Day or Night Phone, I JO Main.
He said he
for medical services.
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
went to the sanitarium and did not
Next Door to Pos toff ice,
New Mex.
, ji
Santa
TELEPHONE 35 J
tminrijmjTiiTUuinjmiTnjvruxg
need a trained nurse. He declared
afterward, however, that he had stat- ed in his complaint that the injury
he sustained was "permanent" because when the plaster cast was re- moved "I felt so sore that I thought
I always would be."
The complaint was filed July 26.
EGGS FOR HATCHING
NOBBIEST OUTFITS iN THE CITY
At the conclusion of his testimony
Dr. Sloan was submitted to a fire of
KAUNE &
H.
searching questions with regard to
his testimony.
Attorney Wilson tak- 3
ing up statement after statement. Dr.
Because there you will have a
WILL BE
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best Where Quality Governs the Price Sloan admitted that lie was not posihatched
Chick
The
makes
early
chance to succeed. There climate,
tive as to the date of the installation
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
the Winter Layer !
and Price the Quality
of the wash stand in his office. Mr.
Boil and water, in conjunction with
Wilson asked him if his memory was
FRESH EGGS FOR THE TABLE.
Intelligent labor, wort wonders.
104 DON GASPER ST.
as poor about other matters as about
Telephone 9 W
that. Dr. Sloan replied that It was
Alfalfa, fruits, pardon truck, poultrue certain details made a deeper im- Its not a new idea, but one
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
try and dairy products point the
well worth considering when
pression on his mind than others.
315 Palace Ave.
Phone 204 J.
way to more than a mere living.
"CRACKED," SAYS KNAPP.
you buy your Groceries. The
In order to avoid
inconveniencing
purity and wholesomeness o'
AT
Dr. David Knapp, who had a numbo-all foods sold In our store
Colonist Excursions
of sick calls to make, the doctor was
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called as a witness today and the
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cross examination of Dr. Sloan was
TC.
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Dr.
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Demonstration
of the
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Knapp was the physician who attend1913.
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Sun
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dent. He testified that Dr. Sloan had
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at
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By a Heinz Representative.
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Telephone 19 V.
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Dr. Sloan returning to the stand where
stopover privileges.
bis cross examination was continued
Three fa.t trains daily from Kansas
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by Mr. Wilson.
City carry tourist sleepers and free
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WHO
ARE
of The cross examination led to an inIn the Cold
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Property,
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human ribs that his knowledge
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see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
Telephone 194 VV., Room
medicine was well "ribbed up" by over
which We are Going to Close Out at Cut Prices from today
at
the
thirty years' practice.
MRS. R.V. WINCHESTER,
LAUGhUN BUILDING,
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CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,000

R. J. PALEN,

L. A. HUQHES,

President.

Vice-Preside- nt.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank in the State.

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers

flme

Organized in 1870.

the teat of a bank'a endurance and strength.
determines Ita adaptability to changing condition. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded aafety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules its, policy, but the bank is not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to
la

Growth

President
General Manager
Editor
s
Associate Editor

Bronson M. Cutting
Charles M. Stauffer
J. Wight Glddlngs
William P. Brogan
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Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, fisl.ing, hunting, horseback riding tennis
p'aying, trap shooting and all out door sports come to Valley Ranch. Two and three rom bungalows with bath,
one and two room cabins or rooms in main building.
Accommodations alrer.dy reserved ahead to July. Is
Yours?

carrlar

u monma

11.25

ft Booklet

11.51
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Free on Request
can't

recomLegislation
not
by the governor waa
passed; measures which the majority
enacted were vetoed by the governor
It is hoped for the good of th1 state
that politics will be left jut of the
An Alamogordo merchant is enter-- I next legislature, and the legislature
prising. He is advertising straw hats. will be a more sane one.
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REMARKS
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i

pree-ent-da- y

needs.
Commercial Billa discounted.
Credit ani Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries.
Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExSalea and Purchases effected.
change
Telegraphlo
transfers of money made.
It (8 important for every business house to establish
service-givinbank
banking relations with a strong,
where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banklif
business.

K-

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO,
the executive.
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anything to boost Santa Fe,"
we have the very examples
before us, right in our own state,
where towns have arisen from noth
ing, right out of the plains and mesaB,
and are, today bustling centers of activity and thrift.

mended

do

because

J. B. READ,
Cashier.

FRANK McKANE,

Assistant Cashier.

Of course, we can do something for
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Santa Fe. The chamber of commerce j
Two years without pay Is causing
ofcommittee
has
the
opened
way,
by
31
J
to
bunch
of
oflice
the
tome
holding
THE BYSTANDER
BUSINESS OFFICE 31 W EDITORIAL ROOMS
fering a splendid set of officers. Now
consider why and wherefor.
let each one of us do all we possibly
SEES IT
can to boost and cheer and aid.
After rending about all the tornados
UP TO THE PEOPLE.
Only a small monthly payment kept
Mexico
New
a
and
Hoods,
gentle
The l.'iihiiv of thi' lruisluture. at its recent session, to make any provisloL
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March

-

Hill-Tou-

.

'"

suf-fiag-

There lo Only Ono

"Bromo Quinino"
Tbsflm
Laxatives Bromo Qutnfco

'

11

Therein:

day each month, boIn pursuance of an on'er of Court
rlnt meotlne third
at Fire mado in ,nP il,,0V(! enMlled cause, on
Tuesday
ii
uu. u, .warcu,
iiuuce
Visit!
man's Hall
hereby given that there was filed in
welcome.
Ing neighbors
the office of the Clerk of the District
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
Court within and for Santa Fe County,
Clerk.
A. E. P. ROBINSON,
on the fifth day of March, 1913, a fifth
account and report, being an iteminc-ODD FELLOWS, account of nil
moneys received from
No. 2, I. O. O. F. the
and
operation of said railroad
Fe
Santa
Ixidge from all other nources and of all dismeets
regularly bursements made, by the
undersigned
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clocl I'.eceiver, from July 1, 1912, to DeIn Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth
cember SI, 1912, both inclusive; thar
erg always welcome.
he undersigned Receiver will, on the
"L"
- '
9th day of April, 191.1, or as soon
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. thereafter as counsel may he heard,
Lodge No. 25'J, holds its regular at the. court House in the City o:
meeting on the first Thursday of each Santa Fe, New Mexico, ask tho Court
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m. to approve said account and repor.,
Visiting brothers are invited and wel- and that exceptions to the approval.
of said account and report, if the same
come.
IJENITO ALARID, President, kuo to be heard by the Court, snail
be in writing, and specify the particti- DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
.m.mM
lar item or items In said account or
F. W. FARMER report to which objection
is made
No. and be filed with the Clerk
Homestead
of Xhi
2879, Bro t h e r- District Court wherein said cause is
hood of Amerl-- j pending, on or before the 2nd day cf
.April, 1913.
can Yoemen.
CHARLES C. MURRAY,
Meets first FrReceiver, New Mexico Central
iday of the
Railroad Company.
month at the
Firemen's Hall.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
Cor. Sec David Gonzales.
Department of the Interior, L). S.
Land Office nt Santa Fe, N. M., March
Santa Fe Lodge 12, 191,1.
No. 2, Knights of
Notice is hereby given thai. Pablo
meets A i an da, of San Pedro, N. M., who, on
August 9, 1012, made Homestead apevery Monday
evening at S o'clock plication No. 01(191)4, for S
NE
in Odd
Fellows Sec. 23, S
NW
Section ii,
Hall.
Township 12 N., Range (j E N. M P.
All
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
Knights are most to make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, becordially invited.
A. P. HILL, C. C.
fore II. C. Kinsell,
U. Comr., at
A. REINGARDT, K. of R. and S.
Stanley, N. M., on April 21, 1913.
Claimant
names
as witnesses:
Roberto
Armijo, Nicolas Montoya,
Manuel Vigil, Daniel Wright, all of
Golden, N. M.
MANTEL I!. OTERO,
Register.

j

j

No

FOR RENT Rooms for men. Newly
It. A. M. Regular
of
furnished.
Hot water heal,
convocation
second
library. Airs. A. E. P. Robinson Cur-- i
Monday of eat h month
Tel. 270!.
Crant and Johnson.
at Masonic Hall at
m.
7:30 p.
FUR SALE. - llelimjuirilim. ill Of In"
J. A. mas:;ii:,
Also new
H. P. acres; good improvement.
ARTHVIt SELIGMAN,
h. p. gasoline engine.
For fnriliev
Secretary.
particulars address R. ; Ale! )otj?all,
Santa Ke Commandery lluckman, X. At.
T. Regular
rwy No. 1, K. fnnrfh
MnnriAl.k F:irm inurements rtii.
,..
.lln
..II
M. .C,.,,i.. I,
l.
A...
Masonic Hall at 7 :3U practically new. Also iinnut; island
lied pullets, heavy layers. William
$SS$r
p. m.
WESLEY 0. CONNER, JR E. C. son ranch, Glorieta, N. Al.
..
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
TYPEWRITERS
Santa Fe Lodge of PeV- Cleaned, adjustca and repaired. Nf w
Ribbons and
fection No. 1, 14th de- - platens furnished.
Ancient, and Ac- - plies. Typewriters sold, exchcanged
cepted Scottish Rite of land rented. Standard makes handled.
Free Masonry meets on All repair work and typewriters guarSanta Fe Typewriter Exthe third Monday ot each month at anteed.
7:30 o'clock in the evenfsg iu the New change, Phone 2;U W.
Rite
Scottish
Cathedral.
Visiting
.Masons are cordially invited to attend.
Rnnms. Houses & Randies
JAMES A. MASSIE, 32,
Venerable Master
wnai nave you to Kent r
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
List it with MRS. SUMMERS, Room
1', Laughlin BIock.
B. P. 0. E.
Rooms and houses furnished or unSanta Fe LodgeNo furnished. A select list always on
P. O. E, hand.
4C0, B.
hoIdH
Its regular
session on the sec- Saves You Time and Money.
fourth
and
ond
Wednesday cf each ilN THE
DISTRICT
COURT OK
V i i i t ing
month.
SANTA FE COUNTY, STATE OF
brothers are InvitNEW MEXICO.
ed and welcome.
Steel & Wire Company,
Independent
FRANK T. BLANDY,
and Pittsburg Trust Company, PlainExalted Huler,
tiffs, vs. New Mexico Central Rail- P M. A. LIEN AU,
road Company,
et al . defendants.
Secretary
Consolidated Cause fi.r66.
To Whom It May Concern, EspecSanta Fe Camp
the Creditors of the Defendant
M. W. a ially
13514,
Railroad Company, and All Parties In- meets second Tues
1,

Haven, Midi.,
Nineteen fishermen, after suffer ng all
'
the
has
been
ing
Alamogordo depot
March
Blu.lington Ncold and the
moved to Turquoise, where the stock lftd with nre hose jwnich pillVed power-jpen- the tenors that hunger,
of Lake Michiice
menace
of
the
crags
will be repaired and enlarged. flU Btreams ot Water Burlington's two
reached
As soon as that work is completed, the volllnteer flre companies, the members gan could bring upon them,
port here in the fish tugs Anna, Doni-bot
Tnla-'ostock
Three
Rivers
at
and
pens
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.
the towu council and prominent
and Bos.
Jrosa will be repaired and enlarged. It clty omciaig engaged in a pitched and
had been lost in the ice for
They
;ia expected that the cattle shipments wet battle while a fire, blazed merrily three days and three, nights uitti' res
"from Otero county will be heavy tbiB;j u barn surrounded by frame build
cued by Pere Marquette car ferrv No.
hpnng.
IS.
ings.
The street sprinkler was In operaThe warfare grew out of the nr ;Iecl
"The ice closed In on us when we
.huh.
iui cue mm nine in a 0f the council to aeciae wno it' in iifi
tw0 ftmj pne half miles out o!'
' -"6 " . '
cniei oi uie umi
ful tests made bv the department of
i(irand Haven" said Capt'liu William
comn,nlld'!d "y
iot
Fisher, of the Anna.
Some cities of Socorro heard the agriculture have shown that the yield
frnn-flip
"We tried fo break through, but it
fire bell ring Tuesday morning and iM1 liirnontinia rrnrl
When both volunteer companies ar was no use. A gale came up and utart-eof the B,ree,s recc,ltlr 8radedHome didn't. Those who did an cared era yellow pine has a duration
conflictof
The pupils
the New Mexico Instl rived at the scene of the fire
to get out and see what was burning, about 20 weeks in the year. Turpenthe huge cakes running at cni'hing
had to hurry, for, though it was 1:4F tine can also be obtained from the tute for the Blind enjoyed an egg hunt ing orders were given by both chiefs. speed and finally the Anna wa lifted
They entered into Chief Eli Lawrence, Jr., arrived first clear out of the water and thrown
o'clock when the blaze was discover- pinon, a tree common in this section. Sunday afternoon.
the fun with quite as much spirit nsland was giving orders to ext'.nguisli upon tne great Ice
j(S H(, eiing
Questa Gazette.
ed in W. H. Byert's frame house next
s
any seeing children. Notwithstanding; the spreading blaze when i nu t icon near had been smashed and a eleam
to Lowenstein's
store, only
ci,,, th Lim
of. an hour later there were A TOUCH OF WILD AND WOOLLY. the handicap, they found' every egg!ert Barckley appeared with his red iir,n ,..nu
a
few
jthirtcd followers and chose different Bnot out of tne boilers and filled the
only
smoking boards left to J. C. Matteison, deputy sheriff at which had been hidden.
Gibson, was fortunate to escape with
cabin the men were driven out on the
show where the structure had stood.
Miss Ethel Maxwell Is here from jme,n011 of entlnS the names.
his life, when five shots were trod or Tularosa for a visit with Mr. and Af rs.
The next moment the members of ice.
Socorro Chieftain.
him last Wednesday.
He had driven Frank II. Maxwell.
!the Endeavor Fire company, compris
"We thought we were gone Ilia t trip
over to the Navajo mine and rtn Into
NARROW ESCAPE.
leading citizens but repairs were made just in time
;ed of Burlington's
Miss Irene Black narrowly escaped a gambling game there, which was dis
switched the hose from the roof of the and tho ice opened and splashed the
burned last week continued. Later, reentering the same HIGH SOCIETY
barn to the pit of the rival chief 's
being seriously
Anna back into the water.'
She was standing near an open grate place he found the gambling had been
and he was bowled over. liarck-lty'- s
IN
WASHINGTON
renewed
wearand
the
was
she
to
placed
the rescue
fire when the klmona
men then came
participants
OF LOCAL INTEREST.
was under arrest. All walked out of the
ALL STIRRED UP and turned their hose on the Endeaving caught fire. Instantly sh-of room but a negro by tho name of
i blaze and but for the presence
or nozzlemen.
This Is a purely tocal event.
mind of her mother she might have Charles Edmonson, who turned en the
of the Council
It took place in Santa Fe,
President
March 26. Washing
Applegate,
Washington,
Mateison clubbed him over
Mrs. Black officer.
been fatally burned.
Not in some faraway place.
ton's high society and its claims to the arrived just in time to receive the full
seized a Navajo rug from the floor the head with his gun, and having altitude records for the nation Is to force of both streams, which knocked
You are asked tr investigate It.
otherbest
of
started
the
take
sn
It
him,
about the girl,
and wrapped
(gotten
Asked to believe a citizen's word;
be investigated by tho Il'lnois vice him over each time he attompteri to
in
to
to
him
some
him
Gibson
the
lodge
leg the fire. 'Both ladles were
To confirm a citizen's statement.
cemmission, after the latter h.i? its cross their path. Councilman J. now-what burned as It was. Aztec Demo- jail. On the way Edmonson stooped
jden Haines also took the count in thej Any article that Is endorsed
al
Wilson
President
with
crat.
down, ostensibly to fix the laefng of
home
According to announcement made watery arena.
his boot, but drew a revolver hidder
Meanwhile the barn was burned
Is more worthy of confidence
in the boot, instead, striking Matteison here the comniitte will not make anv
WALKED A LONG WAY.
Than one you know nothing about,
to
for
its
search
effort
continue
here
and
Ho
L.
over
fired
with
it.
five
head
the
Our old friend J.
Hayes
Endorsed by unknown people.
are re- shots without damaging the sheriff the cause of vice in the low wage of CONGRESSMEN
Prof. William G. Johnson
II. Baca, Prop, meat market,
on
branch
will
but
women,
working
joicing over the discovery of sheet who caught the barrel and succeeded
APPEAR TOO WIDE
St., Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
says:
feet in twisting it from one position to an- Its inquiry and try to locate the
water at a depth of
"About two and a aa!f years ago I
beon their claim east of town. The Frof. other. The negro was able to use trouble in the possible relation
FOR
HOUSE
tween vice and cocktail
gave a public statement, telling of
drir'ting,
figures he has spent 270 days' time the gun more effectually as a cli b and
my experience with Doan's Kidney
smoking,
trotting,
turkey
cigarette
in
with
miles
Matteison's
and traveled 1,500
hauling escaped, taking
gu.i
D. C, March 2G.
rid me of
Washington,
Pills.
Hems,
other
and
They completely
clothing
scanty
water during the five years he hai him.
to be specific defini- pains in my back that had troubled
have
will
There
from
in
read
which
has
it
newspapers,
Edmondson has not yet been located
been homesteading and all this time
tion of the width of congressmen or a me off and on for months. When 1
with an Inexhaustible supply or.ly a but it is believed that hu will come nn interesting feature from hih soIn the size of some of the new stooped or brought a strain
on my
few yards beneath his feet. This is iu and give himself up, finding that ciety life in Washington, and f r the change
In the house.
loins, I suffered severely and there
another lesson in this line and ough the sheriff was not so seriously injured purpose invitations to appear before seats Installed statesmen
Hereafter
measuring were various symptoms which conto teach others that they are uklng as was at first thought. Gillup Repub it have been sent to some of the wo
inches from vinced me that my trouble came from
men whose names figure most often more, than twenty-fou- r
the long way around to get the most lican.
I finally used
in the society records of the capita. hip joint to hip Joint, will either have disordered kidneys.
on
their
Imnrovement
necessary
including Mrs. Nicholas Longworth, to run for the senate or bring their Doan's Kidney Pills and they brought
claims. Roy Spanish-AmericaHILL - TOUT
the Countess Glzycki, Mrs. Robert W. own chairs. This fact was brought to prompt relief. I continued taking
Patterson, Mrs.' Huntington Wilson. the attention of Elliott Woods, super- - them and it was r.t long before
ACCOM M MO DATED.
THE PEOPLE
WILL LECTURE and
on the maie side of society a for - iutendent of the I'nlted States capitol every symptom of trouble disappearContractor Ben Bechtel this week
mer Chicagoaii, Preston Gibson.
today when Judge W. T. Sims, of Ten- ed."
resumed work on the court house
edacutionalisl
Charles
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
How eager r.ny of these witnesses nessee, one of the widest of our puband jail building at Carrizozo which
at the will be to testify no one is attempt lic men, tried out the new chairs.
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
have been delayed for more than and scientist, will lecture
The School of American Archaeology Mon- ing to forecast. Nor is it knovo how
There was a heave and a creak and Now York, dole agents for the United
two years owing to injunction.
31.
The
lecture searching the inquiry will be wnen It then a sharp snap. Judge Sims had States.
resumption of work is a relief to the day evening, March
The subject is comes to actually
Remember the name Doan's and
people of the county and while tlfe will be illustrated.
putting them upon wedged himself in and the arms of the
new seat gave away.
take no other.
outcome of the county seat matter "The Pictographic Scripts of the An- - tlle 8taiuj.
is not entirely settled, the public will cients and their relation to our own
l.o longer suffer for lack of accommo Phonetic Symbols."
In this lecture Professor
datlons and the failure to complete
have traces the history and development
Hie buildings for which they
DO
been taxed. The damages are to be of epigraphy from the earliest times
settled by the court and will not Inter- down to our modern aIphabets---frofere with the buildings. Ca'rizozo the rude etchings and picture wr'tings
of the cave men of ancient Europe to
Outlook.
the formation of our own ph. netic
symbols, incidentally dealing with the
"AGAIN, THE CANTALOUPE
OF WOMEN
THE ACTS OF VIOLENCE IN ENGLAND ARE COMMITTED BY A VERY SMALL COTERIE
re-The local melon growers' associa- results of ancient archaeological anti-BELIEVE IN IT, SHE DECLARES.
DON'T
SUFFRAGISTS
REPRESENTATIVE
THE
in its bearings upon the
tion has been active in encouraging search
oulty of man and his primitive cul-s.in Francisco Calif.. March 20.- -the growth of the cantaloupe industry tures.
His slides will give HJastra- .Tt ,
t tVl
BufTraeists
"in' this section, and from present inditions of picture
writings
gathered
who are committing the
from
the
of
the
cations,
England
daily shipments
Pecos valley during the coming season from all parts of the world, examples deplorable acts of violence in further
of the hieroglyphic system of the an
ance of their campaign, t is a small,
will be larger than ever before Nearcients and of the recently discovered
n very small, coterie of militant suf-f- i
ly four hundred acres have already Minoan
scriptB of Crete which many
yS,
been contracted for, and the amount
agists led by the Pankhurst facnow regard as
of acreage devoted to the melon crop epigraphical scholars
tion."
source
and
Greek
true
of
Latin
the
the
in the vicinity of ArtesU will probThis is the opinion of Mrs. Philip
alphabets and through them of our
ably be considerably larger before the own.
Snowden, wife of the labor member of
of
also
the
include
copies
They
Lan- planting season begins.
Blackburn,
stone and the Behistun tablet parliament from
There is a growing demand each Rosetta
of
and herself
furnished
tho
which
cashire;
keys
respectively
year for cantaloupes, and it is a recog- that unlocked for us the lonp-los- t
Union of Women's SufNational
the
nized fact that the Rocky Ford varle
societies
ties attain the highest degree of per knowledge of the ancient civilizations frage
And she wants to impress this view
fection in the Pecos Valley, and sur- of Egypt and Mesopatamja, the Moa
bite stone, the Silmoan
insertion on the American public'
pass the original article in size and
interest"Militant tactics, such as those folflavor. The season here being earlier Hlttlte inscriptions and other
lowed by the Pankhurst adherents,"
than in Colorado, the crop commands ing historic documents of the ancient
world not commonly accessible to the continued Mrs.
Snowden, "will never
higher prices throughout the eastern
general reader.
markets. Artesia Advocate.
gain any advance for the cause of
WHO HE IS.
Not only is the atequal suffrage.
t
was boin and edu- titude of these people delaying the inFEELS A GREAT THROB
Charles
The San Luis Southern railroad is cated in England. For many years he evitable arrival, of equal suffrage in
efnot the only good thing that is com- was principal of Buckland co'lege, England, but it has
The mighty wa- Vancouver, British Columbia. Liter fects in this country.
ing to this section.
ters of the Red River will be turned he was the organizing secretary of the
"During . ray trip across the contiloose on our vast valley lands. Already Ethnological Survey of Canadt. He nent to this coast I delivered le?tures
a
the
money grant by
the throb of cum lug greatness is enter- was awarded
in many towns and 1 found the tac
ing the heart of the people, and the Royal Society, London, to pursue eth- tics or shall we call them antics of
N
t
,
many strange faces In our midst verify nological studies among the lative the militant
in England
suffragists
the fact that the forerunners of a races of British Columbia. Hi? pubused as an excuse by the men for opGet lications are: Transactions of the Rogreat settlement is coming' in
posing suffrage for women In this
wise to these facts and take advan- yal Society of Canada; Later
country.
toric Man in British Columbia: The
tage of them.
e
"It is unfair to the real equal
Lying at our door is large forests Oceanic Affinities of the Sallsh Tribes
movement As a matter of fact
ot yellow pine. To one with means of British Columbia; Origin of Totem
this should suggest turpentine. Care ism of tho Native Races of British Co- I think I do not exaggerate when I say
that not more than 100 women In England are actively engaged In carrying out violence.
MRS. PHILIP SNOWDEN.
"At one time there were at least
to tho property in different places have a we want to vote under them; if itj
10.000 women who belonged
(Pankhurst faction. But they have vote in each place. Then there is the comes to one man one vote, then we
out rapidly, disgusted 'lodger's right' to vote. If a man pay want one woman one vote."
Jbeen.. dropping
. . i
a
. .
A,.
Mrs. Snowden is one of the best
by tne metnoas ioiiowea, unui uow an so much for his room and has a latch
known of the lecturers of the National
the fuss is being made by Just a very key, he is allowed to vote.
few violent fanatics.
"Although, it it quite a complicated league. She has spoken during the
"Voting in England is not by any matter. At present the men of Eng- last few years in every town in Engmeans the same as In this country land are asking for suffrage on the land of any consequence, and averages
...
IMfB THE WORLD OVER TO OURT A OOLO IK OHE DAY.
Here one man has one vote and hs same basis as in this country. With some 200 lectures a year. She has
votes because he is a properly regis- this we are entirely unconcerned. lectured extensively
throughout the
Always ren; ember the full name. Look
tered citizens of the United States. In What we want is the right to vote un- east, and has made several trips to
, lor tbk fjtatare on every box. S5o.
England there are several conditions der the same conditions as men. If this side of the Atlantic for the pur.
giving the right to rote. Men holding the present conditions remain, then pose.

..Grown Persons

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
Montezuma
Ixidge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
FOR KF.NT A three or six ir.oitt
communiRegular
ApLouse furnished or unfurnished.
cation first Monday
to ). S. Lowitzki.
of each month at ply
Masonic
Hall
at
Want to sen or trade your properly?
7 : SO.
Atk
for our free big list. Solthwent
E. H. PA VI., YV. M.
keal Estate Exchange, Moriarty, N.
CHAS. E. U.YNEY, Secretary.
si.
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is as good as

m

county is .Monday, April 4th, but on account of the small amount of important business to be transacted. It is
possible that no term will be held un-til fall. Two men are awaiting trial
on charges of killing, but bond lias
been fixed for loth of them. The
grand jury lists have been drawn, but
the jurors have not yet been sum-- '
rnoned. If the juries are not summon-ed, a short term will be held for the
trial of cases which do not require

J

CONTAINS NO OPIATES

For All

prevent

'

Dr.
nAimtfiFra? B.
(Pierce's
March 25. The
Give it a fair trial for banishing those distressing pains or
of the spring
drains on one's vitality. This prescription of Dr. Pierce's regulates all the

J
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feet" and deep black circles under the

i

date for the opening
term of the district court for Otero
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

26, 1913.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH

A.

T

& S. F. R'Y
1st,

yarch S, laoti, made Homestead apSecplication No. 0720, for NW
tion 11, Township 13 N., Range 11 E.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no'.ice of
intention to make five year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M ,
en the 21st day of April, 191,3.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Eulogio Sandoval,
Fiiiberto Mar
tinez, .lose i Larranaga, Luciano Or- itiga, all of Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL H. OTERO,
Register.
l--

TIME TABLE
Effective January

12, 191.1.
Notice is hereby given that. Susano
Sandoval, of La my, N. M., who, on

I9IJ.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.
No. 3 carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p, m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovls and Pecos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
m.
Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
a. m.

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March
13, 1913.

Notice is hereby given that David
Quintana, of Pojoaque, N. M., who, on
March 4, 131.1, made Addl Homestead
Entry April 2S, 1904, No. 017763, for
acres of land in Sec. 10, TownList
ship 19 N., Range 6 E.
Meridian, Act June 11, 1906, Jemez
Nat Forest, hereby gives notice that
all persons claiming the land adversely or desiring to show it to be mineral
In character must file objection with
this office on or before April 22, 1913.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
E2-5-

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing

SANTA FR NEW MEXICAN

WEDNESDAY,

26, 1913.

MARCH

er, only to see the three lying there lng due in Chicago Inst night. Thhi I8egf3c2ir.3r
dead, and we could not reach them." sido of Youngstown, the train stopped
Many were rescued from roofs and lor live nours before its crew
Which Has a Most Complete
had an added tale to the many who
courage to attempt the passhad not escaped.
Assortment of
age of a treacherous looking bridge
ROSES (all colors)
$2.00 a dozen
People in West Indianapolis were and finally as it crawled slowly over,
LINEN
STAMPED
CORRECT
MILLINERY,
CARNATIONS .
$1.00 a dozen
warned late yesterday afternoon hut the passengers could feel the struc,
DAFFODILS. . . V . . . . $l.00adozen
EMBROIDERY FLOSS IN WHITE AND COLvery few Ob nped. Four skiffs and ture swaying and hear It crack under
VIOLETS
$ .50 a bunch
two canoes were the only available the train's weight and the force of the
ORS; ALSO CROCKET COTTON.
heats for rescue work during the waters against the piling.
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Phone 12.
FOR A LIMITED
"For miles and miles we Haw noth- morning, but others are being, built.
Farm
People are being taken from the see- lug but water," said Chown.
S .10
.
.
.
.
.
Banquet Tomatoes, per can,
ond Hours of houses and the boat men .bouses almost submerged could be
1.20
per
ire receiving franctle appeals from Been on every band and from their
doen,
CORNER
SOUTHEAST
' "
PLAA.
"
2. 35
in windows people, carrying what few
The streets
marooned families.
per case,
West Indianapolis are filled with worn-- articles they could, crawled into boats
a regular 2 for 25c
Banquet are the standard No.
en and children seeking missing niem- - and hastily rowed away.
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